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News Analysis

s
by Mary MacVean
Complaints, criticisms

and

judgements always abound among
students and faculty about the comparative quality of Arts and
Sciences departments at Boston
College. Yet, the considerations involved in such judgements are complex and decisions cannot easily be
reached. The university's objectives,
resources available, students' interests and questions of quality and

quantity must be examined.
Boston College finds itself in a
unique situation in light of its recent
history. Throughout the 1950's and
19605, the university was in a state
of rapid growth. Increases in
students, physical facilities and
faculty were constant. However,
the present situation is one of zero
growth. There will be few, if any,
additions of faculty or students.
A&S Dean Thomas P. O'Malley,

Iacobuc iWins
Paul McPartland
......
Ron lacobucci was elected
UGBC president last Thursday,
winning by a vote of 1077 to 924
over opposing candidate Malcolm
Najarian. Elections were also held
for UGBC caucus positions and the
student posts in the University
Academic Senate (UAS).
In spite of the low voter response
of 26.4 per cent, well below those of
the three previous election-related
contests, lacobucci said it was "a
good turnout considering it was the
fourth time" and added that he
thought it "indicates people are interested in student government.
The caucus seat designated for
Newton campus was captured by
Lisa Haller (AXS '79), while Gerry
Urbaniak (AXS '78) won out over
three opponents in the Reservoirs.
Connie Lambert (AXS '77) won the
seat for the modulars, while all
others, including those for upper
campus. Hillsides, South Street and
commuters, were uncontested.
Next year's AXS student
representatives for UAS will be
sophomores Tim Ryan, Marybeth
By
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Hopkins and Mike Livingstone and
freshman Lisa Haller. The only
SOM student who sought a post was
John Komar (SOM '78), a write-in.
Although he received only four
votes, his victory was assured since
a seat is reserved for a member of
SOM.
The only other announced
presidential candidates, John Mandujano and Brian Hill, withdrew
from the race on Tuesday. This
resulted in the transformation of
last week's election from a four candidate primary race, as expected,
into a two person final election.
The last minute change in the
status of the election created difficulties. Former Election Committee chairman, Frank Brennen
was not informed of the withdrawals
until the following day, when the
polls opened. lacobucci said he
didn't know the election results
would be final until late Tuesday
evening, and Najarian said that he
was not informed until fifteen
minutes before the voting began.
Najarian said the late switch
continued on page 18

S.J. said, "In the 60's we were in a
growth economy. It was easy to accommodate growth. However, now
some departments will shrink to let
others grow. I think we are reflecting national trends in the economy.
We now have to set a price and
value on each faculty slot." The
table on page six provides a general
outline of the present situation in
A&S. However, nearly all of the
figures are approximates.
New faculty will now be hired
only to replace those who have
resigned, retired or died. The only
other way a department will increase is if another is decreased.
O'Malley said even replacements
will now have to be justified. According to chairpeople interviewed,this
is a difficult situation because they
are apprehensive about requesting

new faculty when they know
another department will be hurt.
The primary factor involved in a
decision to hire new faculty is the
available financial resources. Executive Vice President Francis
Campanella estimated that an
average of 85 percent of a
department's budget is used to pay
faculty, secretarial, teaching assistant and student salaries.The rest of
the allocation is for operating costs.
This percentage, he said, would be
slightly higher in the arts and lower
in the sciences because of laboratory

equipment.
O'Malley said decisions are made
in response to student interest as
well as financial resources.
However, response to that interest is
not always immediate. "BC has
resisted temptation to do radical

surgery on departments or
programs. It's a real gamble." The
radical increase of interest in the
social sciences is an example of that
resistance.
Questions have been raised about
the degree of commitment to the
social sciences at this school. The
table indicates that social sciences'
budgets are about midway in the
range of allocations. However, the
numbers of majors in those
departments is high. Campanella
stressed that it is the totalnumber of
students serviced that is the determining factor. Yet, these
departments sometimes seem ignored and an examination of their
place at BC is necessary.
Sociology Department Chairman
Michael Malec said, "I personally
continued on page 6

Perspectives Receives Grant
By Andrea Lichota
The National Endowment for
Humanities has awarded Boston
College a three year grant of $182,-000 in recognition of its efforts
toward revitalizing its undergraduate curriculum. The grant
will support the interdisciplinary
program, "Perspectives on Western
Civilization," designed for freshmen
by the philosophy and theology
faculty.
The grant is to fund an intensive
eight week Faculty Retraining
Summer Workshop and the execution of the program during the
following academic year. The endowment is retroactive and will be
used partially to fund this year's expansion of the program from five to
ten sections. During the 1974-75

academic year, NEH had awarded
BC a planning grant of $30,000 for
the program.
The Perspectives Program arose
from an attempt to revive interest in'
the study of the humanities. Joseph
F. Flanagan, SJ, chairman of the
Philosophy Department and director of the program, stated, "The
goal is not simply to introduce the
students to the great books of their
tradition but to teach them how to
challenge the ideas in them and to
disclose their presuppositions. And
that would seem to be the first step
for any student aiming to acquire a
liberal education."
Flanagan added that the goals of
the program extend beyond intellectual enrichment. "There's a twofold benefit in this," he said. "In the

first place it helps overcome the universal problem of the isolated
freshman on a new campus by
providing an immediateopportunity
to become integrated into a small
peer group. Then, too, most
students welcome the chance to establish informal rapport with senior
faculty."
A Summer Workshop was established to train participating
faculty. The format of the workshop
consists of "model-class
demonstrations where visiting
humanities professors are invited to
teach sample classes one of the major works in the curriculum."
Most faculty members agreed
that the workshops were a valuable
aid to their teaching and that the excontinued on page 1 8
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Monday, April 26

Club. McGuinn Auditorium. 7:30
pm.
Seniors in the College of Arts and
Sciences can pick up invitationsand The Honors Program is sponsoring
instructions for commencement ac- a lecture by Professor Harry Jaffa
tivities in Gasson 105 all of this of Claremont Graduate School on
The Meaning of Huck Finn at 7:30
week.
pm, in Murray Conference Room.
GSA Council Meeting, 6:30 pm, Professor Jaffa is well-known for
McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
his books on Abraham Lincoln and
Campus Crusade for Christ, 6:15, St. Thomas Aquinas.

O'Connell.

Shaw House Presents: Reprieve!!!
Honors program students and all
other suffering souls invited to duck
out from under end of term pressure
and come up for a breath of fresh
wine, cheese and entertainment. All
free!!! 3 pm ad indefinitum al Shaw
on upper campus.
The Slavic and Eastern Circle and
Mv Chapter of the National Slavic
Honor Society (Dobro Slovo) are
holding a celebration for the end of
the academic year. 4:00 - 6:00 pm
McGuinn sth floor Faculty lounge
"Eve wants to Sleep," a Polish comedy film with English subtitles. 6:30
- 9:30 pm, Cushing Hall Faculty
Lounge Reception for National
Slavic Honor Society members,
Russian music, refreshments and
impromptu activities.
Italian Club Movie, "Life of
Dante,"
7pm,
McGuinn
Auditorium.

SON Senate. 7 pm, Cushing 231.

Tuesday, April 27

BC American Studies Association
meeting 4:30 pm, McGuinn 3rd
floor lounge. To elect officers and
discuss other business.
Italian Club meeting, 7:30 pm,
McGuinn 3rd floor lounge. All
members urged to attend. It will be
for election of officers for next
year's club.
Scuba club meeting in Murray
Conference room, 7:30 pm. Will
plan a divefor the coming weekend.
Pictures will be shown of the last
dive. Members please attend.
Russian Film Festival, 8 pm,
Higgins 304.
Italian Club, 7 pm, McGuinn 3rd
floor lounge.

Wednesday, April 28

Horscfcathers, 7 and 9 pm

Film Board presents Cartoon
Night/Dumbo, 7 and 9 pm,
McGuinn Auditorium. Free tickets
at the Ticket Booth.

Commonwealth Aye. Tickets are
lax dcductahle and can be obtained
ANNOUNCEMENTS
al the Big Sister Organization or al
Small Claims Court: Consumer, the door.
landlord and other ripoffs up to
The United Farm Workers will have
$400 can be taken lo Small Claims
an annual hast Coast Mobilization
Court without a lawyer. For infor- on April 29 and 30. Cesar Chavez
mation and booklet call cxl. 713
UIW president will speak both
Monday through Friday I I am to
nights. Thursday a concert with
3pm or drop in to McElroy 118. Mclanie; Friday workshops and
Academy Award nominee
1976-77 Basic Educational Oppor- "Fighting
tunity Grant Applications are now
available in the Financial Aid Office. All undergraduates attending
al least half time are eligible to apply and all undergraduate applicants Good Luck on exams
for other federal aid programs are
required by the Financial Aid Office
to apply. The Student Eligibility
Report (SER) which the student
receives after filing the,application
Have a good summer
is due in the Financial Aid Office no
later than June I.

Saturday, May 1

Whoever has the American flag

Thursday, April 29

Freshmen Premcd.Predent
Students. There will be a general
meeting today at 4 pm in Higgins
304. Dr. Fimian and Dean Henry
McMa ho n will discuss any
problems, questions, etc. you have
al this point. A student from
Columbia Medical School will be
on campus today at 10 am in
Gasson 007. He will answer answer
questions and take names and addresses of all students interested in
Columbia Medical. All premed
students are invited to attend.
Special information will be
available for minority student
applications.

Friday, April 30

presents Cartoon from the McElroy flagpole, please
Night/Dumbo 7 and 9 pm, return it to BC P.O. Box .1107. No

Film Board

McGuinn Auditorium. Free tickets questions asked.
at ihe Ticket Booth.
Big Sister Association of Greater
Boston is sponsoring a Howdy
Sunday, May 2
Film Board presents Cartoon Doody Revival with Buffalo Bill
Night/Dumbo. 7 and 9 pm. Barry Smith in person and a showing of
Science Pavillion. Free tickets at the the 10th annual anniversary film of
the Howdy Doody Show. 3 and 8
Ticket Booth.
O'Connell Film Freaks, pm. Sat. May I; Haydn Hall. 685

Brief film, "The Life of Dante," in Innovative Nursing, 7 pm, McGuinn
English presented by the Italian 3rd floor lounge.

Here's a school that won't
drive you up a wall.
You'll drive it around a track.
Our school is the Formula Ford. You'll learn how to drive it
around our track without coming close to a wall! Our name is
the Jim Russell Racing School Canada.
All you need is a pair of
y^
running shoes. Everything
\u25a0__R__|
cisc is provided. The car,
m
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the crew, the track and the
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Write or details to: Jim Russell International
Racing Driver's School Canada Ltd.
723Halpern Aye, Dorval, P.Q. DPT 1
Canada H9PIGS Tel 514-636-0365
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The largest CPA Review Course in the
Tn-State Area.
Because our students have won highest
awards on state examinations.
Because we do not believe in short cram
courses that omit important areas.
Because our instructors are experts in
each field.
Because our expert instructors are always
available to meet your personal needs.
Because we offer more hours than other

,
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courses (Lectures, Make-Ups, Workshop
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IN NEW YORK: At the Madison Square Garden Center Cinema
IN NEW JERSEY: At the Holiday Inn of Little Ferry (next to Hackensack)
The course selectedand recommended by the "Big 8", large, small and medium-sizedfirms.
?
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Boston University announces the Public Communications Institute 12-credit workshop in communications. Will be recruiting on campus at 8.C., Tues.,
April 27. For appointment contact Carol Kejawski.
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Daniel P. Moynihan has accepted the Senior Week Committee invitation
to speak
at
the BC commencement. May 24.

Complete All Topical Coverage Review Courses

\u25a0
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PASS ThVnOv7.976~CPA
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Reviews, 24-hour Telephone Availability)
Because "More Hours" means lower cost
per instructional hour.
Because we are live - not taped.
Because we do not charge for our hand-out
and up-dated materials.
Because we are approved by N.Y. & N.J.
for training of Veterans.
Because of our students' unusually high
passing percentage.
Because we have always been a leader
never a follower.
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WHOLESALE PLANTS!
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IS THERE REALLY ANY OTHER CHOICE!

Mailing Address
City

College/University

.,

?___B___lllWt7 ,

;

:

State

Zip
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CLASSIFIEDS

-

Summer Roomates Needed
'.
bdrms in 4 bedrm apartment foi
sublet. $82.50.m0nth per bedroorr
plus electricity: Allston near Greer
Line and bus routes. Call 783-083*.
evenings.

\u25a0

Our 5 month courses begin June 14, 1976 and our 10 week courses begin August 23, 1976 in both I
New York and New Jersey. Why not be one of the thousands who have passed by taking our courses! \u25a0
For complete information or free brochure call (212) 564-7445, (201) 886-1147 or (516) 791-9442 or mail coupon. \u25a0«
OUR NAME MEANS THE BEST IN CPA REVIEW, COACHING AND PREPARATION

Fox-Kirschbaum-Fox
1270 Broadway, Suite 1001, New York, N.Y. 10001

Our jet
fares to
Europe are
less than
any other
scheduled
airline's.
$360 through
June 15,and
you can book
anytime.
If you are under 25, our

At the end of the three day
course, you'll know a lot
jM
about driving and racing. --*?_\u25a0\u25a0
WL
And, you'll be in Canada's Laurentian Mountains while you're
doing it. A great place to crash for a while!

v

See you in the fall

I
I

All kinds o

healthy, beautiful plants.-4«arge hanginj
plants $4-6. Great for gifts. All kinds o
supplies, too. Call Barry al 734-2486
evenings.
BANJO KITS
Write for free catalog. StewardMacDonald Mfg? Box 900 AE, Athens,
Ohio 45701

INTERESTED
IN
NO-FRILLS
LOW COST JET TRAVEL to
Africa,
the Middle East, the
Europe,
Far
East. South America?
EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
has
been helping peopl* travel on a
budget with maximum flexiibility and
minimum hassle for six years. For
more info call toll free 800-223-5569.

Enthusiastic Sales Oriented Person
needed through September for
charitable promotion. 739-9090.
Free Room and Board (Sept-May) in
exchange for babysitting. 20 hrs. wk.
maximum. X yr. girl. 5 year boy.
Own bedroom, bath & study.
Holidays, vacations, free. Hours
negotiable. Nice people. Call Rila
566-6747.

youth fare is made for
you. $360 round-trip
Alew York-Luxembourg,
through June 15; $410
June 16through
September 15. From
Chicago, $401 through
June 15; $451 from
Junel6through
September 15. Direct
flights from New York
and Chicago to
Luxembourgin the
heart of Europe. Fares
subject to government
approval. See your
travel agent, write
or call:
Icelandic Airlines,
630 Fifth Aye., N.Y.,
N.Y. 10020.
800-555-1212

ICELANDIC
CN

Heights

Business Staff
Business Manager:

Theresa M. Santisi
Advertising Manager:

Kenneth

J.

Canavon

Assistant Manager:

Joan F. Pilkington
The Heights is grateful
to these individuals for
their most valuable
time and cooperation.
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Report Recommending Grade Deflation Approved
by John Bergin

graduate schools have to rely on
tests as a major
criterion for admission." Harrison
said he was concerned about the
number of students who prove
themselves according lo the
curriculum, but do not lest well.
Other matters of concern treated
in the report were the questions of
how courses are conducted and the
validity of the criteria for
graduating students with honors.
Harrison quoted statistics which
cite an upswing in the number of A
to A- grades awarded in A&S from
15 per cent lo 34 per cent since 1964.
The number of D to D- grades
awarded has fallen from 12 per cent
to 4 per cent. The percentage of
course withdrawals has remained
relatively stable since 1971 at about
2.5 per cent. "Boston College is doing reasonably well in quality of
education in terms of other institutions," Harrison said. "There is
presently a national movement
among colleges and universities to
do something about inflation," he
added.

To curtail what Associate A&S siandafdi/ed

Dean John Harrison has called a
"very unfair situation,*' the
Educational Policy Committee
(EPC) has approved a report
released by the General Curriculum
Committee (GCC) concerning the
general quality of the educational
process in the school of Arts &
Sciences. Grade inflation and what
measures should be taken to deflate
grades is a priority issue in the
report.

Harrison, who chaired the subcommittee, staled research carried
out by the GCC has indicated that
"due to a phenomenon coming out
of the sixties, there has been a
general drift away from subjective
evaluation."He explainedit became
possible for more students to
achieve high grades by meeting
these objective requirements.
The inflated grades have made it
"virtually impossible to tell the
difference in quality among more
than 2/3 of the student body,"
Harrison added. "As a result

-

The subcommittee found that by
raising the criterion for graduation
with honors by 1/10 of a grade,
A&S could reduce the numbers of
honor graduates by 15 per cent.
"That would put us in a very healthy
situation without any major earthquakes." said Harrison. This
proposal is now in the resolution
stage.

in a course," he added.
A booklet is lo he prepared that
summarizes the subcommittee findings and will serve as a guide. It is
to be distributed to faculty for the
upcoming academic year. The enenforcement of grade deflation

In general, proposed resolutions
for dealing with the grade inflation
are: thai every course have a
syllabus available before the end of
drop-add period, and that the
holding of final exams be mandators. Harrison mentioned, "some
courses, it is understood, will not be
geared for a syllabus or a final exam
" The final report recommends
thai we look at the philosophy of
grading with a considered perspective," said Harrison. "We don't
want to jeopardize the students at
BC by abruptly deflating grades and
we don't want to unjustly charge
faculty when there may be instances
thai justify so-called inflated grades

.

of professionalism among the
faculty." (See The Heights, Jan. 19,
1976). An alleged infraction would
solicit "a letter from the dean, but
no official reprimand," Harrison
said.

Donovan Says No Changes
in Core Curriculum
with other excerpts from the UAPC
by Larry Costello
A Core Curriculum Conference report, it appeared to him and
held on April 3 has caused some others that the issue was not closed.

confusion about the university core
requirements. At that meeting
revised core requirements were
proposed which were identical to
requirements the University
Academic Planning Council
(UAPC) submitted to President J.
Donald Monen, SJ in February,
1975. According to Chairman of the
Department of Speech, Communications and Theatre. Dr. John
Lawton.
Under the UAPC proposed requirements, foreign languages, fine
arts, music, speech, communication
and theatre would all be eliminated
from the core. (They presently exist
as options in the so-called cluster

Sheehan Calls Course Evaluations
"Threat to to Academic Freedom"

group.)

Several faculty members and
department chairpeople held a
meeting-on April 13 with Lawton. A
petition was also drawn up and circulated last week.
Senior Vice-President and Dean
of Faculties Charles Donovan told
The Heights that there is no effort
being made to change the core requirements from what they are now.
Donovan said he thought if people
would just "let sleeping dogs lie",
the issue would not even come up.
Donovan pointed out the
foreword written by Monen which
accompanied the publication reads,
"These statementsare not presented
as the last or necessarily the most
articulate word on each of the
several topics. Their reproduction
here does not constitute an endorsement of every sentence or sentiment
contained in them."

Many people objected to the
against the teachers with these claimed, "The decision on whether UAPC recommendations and the
or not to grant tenure ought to be Council On Liberal Education
evaluations."
Sheehan is not sure what action ? done by professionals. In the law (CLE) rejected the proposal.At that
may be taken against him but he and medical professions, colleagues time there was a feeling that "we
said, "I would welcome public judge the fitness of their peers. would hear no more about these
hearings on the matter so that this They do not call on clients." proposals." said Lawton in a letter
may
be formally Sheehan suggested that perhaps to The Heights. (April 12, 1976.)
right
teachers could come into another When the topic was brought up
After a meeting with Donovan
acknowledged.
professor's class as a way of again at the conference, said Lawlast Friday afternoon, Lawton told
"Boston University recognizes a evaluating the professor.
ton, and when the proposed reThe Heights he felt the issue was
professor's right to refuse to parSheehan believed students should quirements were reprinted, along dead.
ticipate in this type of course have input into some university
evaluation," Sheehan said. BC,
decisions such as teacher's salaries, I
however considers it obligatory to but not on deciding which teachers
I
participate in it, he said. Sheehan will receive tenure.
The
I\u25a0
has been told that the participation
Sheehan said he doubts the pay is terrible, but the rewards are great.
in the evaluation process should be
considered as important as turning University Academic Senate (UAS)
could accomplish much regarding Any student in the school is welcome to
in grades.
the course evaluations. Many faculon The Heights bulletin board. l
"Junior faculty members are be- ty members according to Sheehan, 1 nate
ing denied promotions on the basis are in favor of withdrawing from the
_,_,_._,!
of students' complaints," Sheehan organization.
0

by Sue Liguori

recommendations will rely upon a
"spirit of co-operation and a sense

'

Professor Robert Louis Sheehan,
associate professor in the Romance
Language Department, has notified
the University Testing Services that
he will not participate in the course
evaluation program. He called the
course evaluations a "direct threat
to my academic freedom."
In a letter to Lorraine Kinnane,
director of the University Testing
Services, Sheehan said, "I am deeply troubled, not only because of the
anonymity of these investigations(a
process which would not permit me
to confront any possible accusers),
but also by the fact that the decision
on teaching performance is to be left
largely in the hands of amateurs
rather than with professionals who
ought to be making these
evaluations," Professor Sheehan
added, "Perhaps most important of
all is the conflict ofinterest involved
for a student making such
evaluations. It is as if litigants were
to evaluate a judge's professional
performance before he rendered his
decision on matters affecting their This being the final issue of The Heights this year, we asked students to evaluate and tell its what they thought of Voices From the Dustbowl I
interests."
The Arts and Science Faculty, in
a meeting held on March 31, voted
unanimously to "defend the rights
of an individual who refuses as a
matter of conscience to participate
in the officially instituted student
evaluation process." While no other
faculty member has refused to participate in the evaluations, faculty
support for his position is growing,
Sheehan said.
Professor Sheehan said he
believed that students should go to
the dean or the chairmen of the
department to make comments concerning the professor. "Our present
M. MacVean AdS '76
Ron lacobucci A&S '77
John O'Connell SOM '78
structures are adequate" without Tom Anderson A&S '76
"/
it
was
a
idea.
"Do Dust bowlshave voices??':
thought
good
it
it
I
thought
good,
"/
was
was
the need for a course evaluation
"It seemed to take a nice cross
system. Professor Sheehan said. He section of potential responses. It \u25a0 consistently one of the most enter- think it is difficult to get an idea of
added many professors ask students was like a social gossip column in a taining sections of thepaper. It was whatstudents'feelings and opinions
are about certain issues. It was very
at the end of the semester how the way, and you'd look to see who you not unlike National Lamthe
Editor.'
knew
to
informative to UGBC people about
poon's'Letters
course could be improved. Sheehan
gave thestudents an opportuni- what students' opinions were and
It
said he believes this type of evaluathis
generation
It seems
of
tion is more effective than the prestudents is more complacent thanl ly to express their opinions serious- we're thinking of doing something
ii next year in terms of polling
sent one.
others and their views and opinions ly. but il was also done with some with
people.
humor."
I commend The Heights,
Sheehan staled the present are not as strong. BC is afriendly
you guys did a good job with it."
system "sets up an adversary place and I think that is why Voices
relationship between the students From the Dustbowl worked out
and teachers. I have an excellent well.
relationship with my students,"
Pholo by Rich Blatl
said Sheehan, "but the administration is trying to play the students of

,
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he" "Heighfs"is "holding erections For" J
fftwo
Associate Editor positions.
J

'

J

him/herself

'
Voices From The Dustbowl
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Students Must Bear Blame for

Iacobucci Restoration

Letters to the Editors
Rosenberg Defense

The Heightsbdkves that Ron lacobucci's restoration to the UGBC presidency is a sad
commentary on the electorate at Boston College.
Literally thousands of hours were put into the political infighting of the past seven
weeks. The anti-lacobucci forces, demanding accountability from student leaders, rose

from the throes of defeat on numerous occasions as lacobucci received the benefit of the
doubt time after time. Not to be denied, however, in their attempt to bring the issue
before the students, the efforts of the anti-lacobucci forces culminated in the referendum
of the April 7 and 8, in which lacobucci was ousted from office by a 1470 to 1200 vote.
Unfortunately, student concern over the UGBC crisis diminished over the Easter
break as their attention turned to due dates and exam schedules. Only 2000 students
voted in the new election; the lacobucci camp lost 133 votes while the anti-lacobucci
forces lost 546 votes. We, the students whodemanded integrity in UGBC, must live with
the consequences of our inability to follow through on the course we chose to pursue in
the referendum.
In light of the controversey surrounding the first election, would it have been asking
too much to expect an election without any funny business? Apparently, it was. Both of
the dark horse candidates withdrew from the election at the eleventh hour. Their
withdrawal transformed the primary to a final election. Brian Hill, the last man out, was
apparently dissuaded from running by lacobucci. Hill told The Heights that lacobucci
had convinced him that the presidency was a very time consuming job which would
adversely affect his studies. (Hill is a pre-med student.) By withdrawing, however, Hill
could maintain his studies and fulfill his interest in student government in a lesser capacity.

When Hill spoke with The Heights, he appeared to be scared and disheartened. It
seemed doubtfui that he realized the devastating impact which his decision would have on
Malcolm Najarian's campaign. Hill simply believed that he was expeditingthis sordid affair. It is virtually certain, however, that lacobucci understood the ramification of Hill's
decision. And so, for Malcolm Najarian, the primary had become the final election. He
was left with one day, rather than one week, to mount his campaign.
The saddest aspect of this entire debacle has been the flagrant disregard for the truth.
The specifics of the nightmare, the alleged Brickhouse deal, the political machine letter,
the Bucci-Santos letter, and the Hill caper will all be forgotten in time But the resultant
loss of respect for the electoral process will linger in our minds.

.

Value of a Liberal Education
Re-emphasized
Students at universities and colleges throughout the nation are aware of the current
economic situation and the declining number of jobs that await them when they graduate.
The cover story in the most recent issue of Newsweek, entitled "Who Needs College", examined this problem and evaluated the traditional college education from an economic
standpoint.
The article states that experts "think that a traditional college education may never
again hold out the automatic financial awards, job security and upward social mobility it
once promised." The article exposes the "diminishing returns" on a college education as
opposed to its "soaring costs" and predicts that "the college of the future will be
different" and should begin to design its curriculum to better prepare students for jobs
available in the market place.
Although it is true, as the article states, that college may not be for everyone, and that
increased vocational training may be desirable, it is dangerous to view college and its
value from a strictly economic sense. The value of a mind disciplined in scholarly pursuit
and broadened by a liberal education cannot be measured merely in monetary figures.
A liberal education does not grant the student a marketableskill as does a vocational
or job-oriented education, but it does give the student a wide-ranging and flexible
knowledge and background that will permit her/him the ability to choose from various
alternativesfor careers as well as change and adapt to different jobs and positions late on.
The decision as to what type of post secondary school education a person should have, or
whether she/he should have any at all, must rest with the person her/himself. It is unwise,
however, to guage a lifetime by current economic trends that are subject to rapid change.
The graduating classes of colleges for the next several years will probably find that many
jobs and fields are closed off to them without further training, yet, in the long run, they
will be better prepared to deal with the turbulent and unstable job market that has arisen

inthisdecade.

The annual Student-Alumni Fulton Debate was held Friday. The subject of the debate
was National Health Insurance.

To the Heights:
A letter from Anne Kilsheirrrer published
in The Heights on April 5. 1976, by combining some valid criticisms with naive
assumptions about the infallibility of the
American adversary legal process, does an
injustice to Robert Meeropol and more importantly, to the efforts byhim and others to
establish the innocence of his parents, Julius
and Ethel Rosenburg. The valid criticisms
were at Mr. Meeropol's admitted errors in
painting with too broad a brush descriptions
of the ethnic composition of the legal staff
prosecuting his parents and the elevation to
the bench of a number of members of that
staff. The naive assumptions boil down to
the conclusions that because the Rosenburgs
were convicted by a jury and that conviction
was not overturned by the appellate courts,
they did in fact conspire against the United
States to commit espionage, andthe conduct
of the prosecution is beyond the reproach of
history. Credible historians have questioned
these conclusions: because the questions
they have raised are substantial I have,
along with some Boston College law
students, been giving some time to the efforts of Robert and Michael Meeropol to
obtain the files of the Rosenberg case from
the Government under the Freedom of Information Act.
This letter is an appropriate forum for
neither reviewing those questions nor
cataloguing the present considerable
attempts of the FBI and other government
agencies to withold files and present the
whole truth from being known. But it is appropriate that four specific points raised by
Ms. Kilsheimer's letter be answered:
1) The allegation that the Meeropols are
not concerned with having all the facts
known is demonstrably false. That weeks
passed before anyone could, on behalf of the
Meeropols, begin a systematic examination
of those documents in the possession of the
United States attorney for the Southern
District of New York for which no
witholding exemption was being claimed, is
simply a function of insufficient staff. The
Meeropols themselves, in addition to their
dedication to establishing their parents' innocence, have families to support and livings
to earn. To have the examination commenced by people not totally familiar with
the case wouldbe completely nonproductive.
The examination of those documents, which
in fact contain mostly records previously in
the public domain, has now begun under the
supervision of an attorney working full time
on the case. The Meeropols' contention is
that every citizen has the right to examine
the conduct of the government. They
welcome examination of the Rosenberg
documents by scholars and others.
2) Ms. Kilsheimer raises the issue of the
famous console table. Why. she asks "didn't
the defense produce the table...?" She
demonstrates that she neither listened to
Mr. Meeropol the night he spoke nor has
read the most extensive history of the case,
written by Waller and Miriam Schneir.
Breifly and incompletely stated, the
Rosenberg's understaffed and underexpcrienced defense lawyers did not know the
wherabouls of the table until after the trial
was over. The defense's contentions about
the table, including its cost and place of

purchase, derided by the prosecution during
the trial, were borne out when the table
eventually turned up.
3) Ms. Kilsheimer seems to suggest that
the fact that Harry Gold, a critical prosecution witness, was a pathological liar, is not
worthy of present comment if this wasn't
raised by the defense al the trial. It should be
noted that the lawyer for the Rosenbergs
was not a criminal lawyer and was trying
this case only because at the height of
McCarthy era paranoia no criminal lawyer
would, without fee, defend alleged communist conspirators, further, he had
no independent investigative resources,and
was denied information within the
knowledge of the prosecution which would
today unquestionably be available to him.
But the present issues do not involve whether
the Rosenbergs were sent to their deathes by
knowing government misconduct and
whether they were in fact innocent. That
Harry Gold was a pathological liar and that
this was known by the prosecution bear on
both of these issues.
4) That President Eisenhower rejected
pleas from the Pope and a world-wide
clamor for clemency for the Rosenbergs is
cited by Ms. Kilsheimer as evidence that
they must have been fairly treated because
Eisenhower "was no stranger to civil
rights." If one accepts the premise of the
argument, its logic leaves much to be
desired. But the civil rights lawyer in me
rebels at the premise. Whatever
Eisenhower's other strengths or weaknesses,
his record on civil rights was at best, shoddy.
Significant modifications in the Freedom
of Information Act adopted by Congress in
1974, overriding a Presidential veto, have increased the chances that the full story of the
Rosenberg prosecution will be known. That
some persons or government institutions
may be embarassed or discomforted by this
scrutiny is, as we have learned so well in recent years, not sufficient reason for
perpetuating the cloak of government
secrecy.

Very truly yours,

Leonard P. Strickman
Associate Professor of Law

Win at Any Cost
To The Students of Boston College:
No matter what your feelings are about Ron
lacobucci. you have to give him a certain
amount of credit, he did win. Through sheer
determination and ambition he attained his
goal, against great odds, of retaining the
presidency of UGBC. Ron let nothing and
no one stand in his way. He used every
means at his disposal: from lawyers to
threatened law suits. He had a general disregard for anyone opposing him and an even
greater disregard for the students at Boston
College.
Abraham Lincoln once said, "You can
fool all of the people some of the time, and
some of the people all of the time, but not all
the people all of the time." I suppose no one
proved this belter than Ron lacobucci and
his cohorts. Although he did not fool those
of us who have been involved in the campaign and the elections from the beginning
Ron, and in particular some of his campaign
workers were able to twist the truth enough
lo fool the majority of the people who
continued on page 5

"If I can't be President, then lacobucci's gonna be pushin' up daisies!"

.
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Letters, continued
bothered lo vote. Perhaps he just dragged
the whole process out long enough so that
people were turned off by the whole messy
affair.
To go into all the charges and allegations
against Ron and his opponents would at this
time be counter-productive, but one fact
does remain: there were certain campaign
rules set up for all to follow. Ron broke
some of these rules. Whether the violations
should be considered flagrant or not. is for
each of you to decide. The fact remains,
these rules were broken.
Yes, Ron won, but in my eyes, it can only
be considered a hollow victory. Perhaps Ron
began this election with as much integrity as
the rest of us. somewhere along the line
however, it was shoved aside as excess
baggage. Ron is an opponent who is immensely hard to defeat: on the same token,
he is one who must be carefully watched.
But because of all that has happened my opinion of him as a human being has dropped
considerably.
When a student, or a group of students,
will do anything to attain the position of
UGBC president, and other students will do
anything to keep them from attaining this
position, the time has then come to decide
whether that position causes more harm
than good and would be better done away
with completely.
Several different parties had parts in this
sordid affair, none of whom have anything
lo be proud of at all. Each of these groups
must ask themselves if they have acted in the
best interest of the students .What is unfortunate, I'm afraid, is that each of these parties (Ron, his campaign workers. The
Heights, The Committee for Legitimate
Government, etc.) will all agree among
themselves that everything they have done
has been honorable, and it was the "other
groups" that were playing dirty. In the
end, we, the students of Boston College, got
exactly what we deserved. Now we must live
with this choice.
This letter was not meant to be a personal
attack against Ron lacobucci or anyone else
connected with this whole affair. It was
meant to be a personal observation from a
student who was close to the situation. As a
campaign manager of one of the initial candidates, a roomate of the Chairman of the
Election Committee, and an avid observerof
the caucus, I have seen a lot more (of both
sides) than the average student.
There are many words I could use to
describe the whole situation, but the best
would be; sad. It is sad that Ron had to
resort to the tactics that he did to attain the
office of the presidency. It is sad that certain
groups attacked him personally. It is also
sad that the students had to put up with it
all. There were many students willing to give
UGBC a chance this year, but that feeling
has been destroyed. The saddest part
however is that most of you reading this
letter, and most of the rest of the students at
Boston College don't give a damn!
Thomas Hoolihan A&S '78

Integrity and UGBC
To The Editor,
I am writing this letter as a graduating
senior. At the recent referendum to decide
whether or not a new election was

warranted, or Ron lacobucci should be
allowed to take office, I worked at the election table. A brief note on my voting record
will follow to put my views out front. I have
voted in one election in my four years at
Boston Collge. prior to the Referendum.
In fact the reason I was at the election booth
in the first place is that on election eve 1
received a phone call asking me to sit in the
dustbowl and mark off voter's names and
receive a $20 stipend in return for my services.
Four hours after receiving this phone call
I inquired of a Boston Collegecoed what the
election was for. In light of thesefacts I must
admit that I am not a follower of BC un-

dergraduate "political activity", mostly
because in my four years at this fine institution the political forces have in no way
affected my life. Thus I consider myself the
perfect person to be sitting in the election
booth?a mercenary.
On referendum morn the election
workers received their instructions. We were

also told that 2050 voters must cast their
ballots for thereferendum to be valid. With
this in mind, the high spirited group set out
lo meet this mark.
1 now come to that point in the day that
caused tempers lo flare, my name to be mentioned in a lacobucci protest and my reason
for writing my first letter to The Heights.
While silling at the election table, I saw a
good friend of mine Paul Fitzgerald walking
through the dust bowl. I yelled across the
way lo him asking if he had voted yet. Being
a friend of mine, he didn't know what the
election was for. After he inquired. I replied
"To see if you want a new election
or not." This is an exact quote which will be
testified to by myself, Dave Maxham. Nora
Murphy, both election workers and class of
'76. as well as by Paul Fitzgerald. I was then
confronted, more like attacked, by lacobucci workers, who to this day I do not know
why they were allowed to stay within 50 feet
of the balloting, and accused of attempting
to bias the election results. It is my opinion
that Gestapo and KGB tactics such as this
have no place in the BC community. With
my apathetic voting record in mind, if this
comment in any way biased the election, I
apologize, although in good conscience I
'cannot believe il did.
I would now like to comment on my
observations of the lacobucci workers on
this day. I observed Sue Santos throughout
the day within the 50 foot limit of the ballot
box talking to many people and going so far
as to watch them mark theirballots. While I
cannot accuse her of campaigning within the
50 foot limit, her actions, in my opinion,
were definit lyquestionable. During the day,
Dave Maxham and myself several times
overheard Eric Cowan, a lacobucci worker,
influencing voters. After Ron lacobucci's
earlier outburst as a result of my comment
to Paul Fitzgerald, Dave Maxham told
Mr.Cowan not to influence voters near the
ballot box. Mr. Maxham told Mr. Cowan
thai he was a hypocrite.
It is my opinion that the BC community
and the UGBC can survive without political
nil-picking and inflated egos. This institution and its organization has reflected
respect and common decency toward the
students. Il is unfortunate for Mr. lacobucci
and some of his associates that here exists
the possibility that such attributes are in
short supply. It may be adviseable that these
qualitiesbe written into the UGBC constitution as qualifications for any aspiring
collegiate politician.
Sincerely,
Randy Stabile SOM '76

Cultural Barrier
To The Editor:
There are students on this campus whose
culture and heritage is very distinctive and
unique from the Catholic-Irish ethnicity that
predominates at Boston College. The Black
Student Forum represents those students at
Boston College who are of African descent.
Our population consists of 400 students
whose background and cultural environment
is not reflected by Boston College's student
activities. Being that we consist of a minority on this campus, we tend to be swallowed
up in the milieu of students' activities that
orient their functions to meet their own
cultural needs.
Black students on this campus cannot
and have not been allowed to express their
needs and wants for activities in order to
release their anxieties which come from
academic pressures on an individual basis.
Being that the majority of students and administrators on this campus come from
different cultural backgrounds whan the
students of African descent, they find it very
hard and difficult, if at all to meet our needs.
If one has not been familiar with or
knowledgeable about a culture different
from their own. they are not capable of expressing or providing an outlet for that
culture to be made prominentespecially for
the purpose of providing that outlet for their
members.
Each of our members as well as other
students on Boston College campus pay an
activity fee that is held accountable by
UGBC. We feel that il is our responsibility
to see our input of money reflected in the aclivities sponsored by UGBC and its committees. We have not been allowed this yearto hold any activities funded by UGBC that
meet our needs, except for one event in
which we were forced to take a loan.

Tracy Jenkins
President Black Student Forum

Analysis/Commentary

The Board of Trustees: Acting
Without Student Interests?????
By Robert McGrath
I) A Brief History

The year was 1971. The date was March
It was a timewhen the word "radicalism"
was still an every dayreality to BC students
and not just a worn out cliche. It was also
the day that The Heights published an
amazing transcript of a top secret meeting of
the then, ten Jesuit member Board of
Trustees. The transcripts showed a board,
that in the midst of a power struggle between
high level administrators, including then
University President Fr. Seavey Joyce,
various deans, and certain members of the
trustees themselves, was totally
manipulative of the student and faculty
bodies and completely unconcerned with
giving them any input. Despite an attempt to
squash The Heights publication of the
transcripts (through a restraining order that
didn't come in time), the subsequent arrest
for felony of two Heights editors(charges
were later dropped)and the end of university
funding for this paper, the damage to the
board had been done and its credibility was
destroyed. Months later the Board was
scrapped and combined with the board of
directors, who handled the actual operating
affaird of BC, to become the current board
of trustees. The official reasoning better ef-

-

ficiency.
2) WHAT CAN THEY DO AND HOW

The bylaws of the thirty-eight member
Board of Trustees are written along fair
standard parliamentary lines. There must be
a majority of trustees present to makean official meeting, new members are voted on by
the trustees as a whole and the board has an
annual meeting every October. Re-election
for each memberhas to happen at the end of
a term not exceeding four years and no
trustee can serve more than eight consecutive years.
The president of the university is an "ex
offico" member of the board and cannot
serve as an officer of that body. The chairman, vice chairman and a secretary are
elected each year by a majority vote of the
whole membership. In addition to the officers there is the executive committee which
is composed of the board's chairperson, who
serves as the ex offico chairperson of that
committee, the president of BC, and five
other trustees elected by that body at large.
This committee meets every month and
handles the more day-to-day problems of
the institution.
There are also seven "ad hoc" standing
committees which are Academic Affairs,
Development, Financial and Audit, Investment and Endowment, Nominating(new
members, etc.), Buildings and Properties,
and Student Affairs.
? The question is: what can the board do=
The answer: anything it wants. Under the
university laws the trustees have the power
to appoint and remove officers of the university: plot the direction of BC's educational
policies and programs: write and enforce
rules for the orderly government of the university; the final say in approving or rejecting the BC budget; change the university's
salary scale; raise or lower tuition, room and
board: and authorize the sale and purchase
of land. Or as Margaret Dywer, executive
assistant to Pres. Monan, puts it, their
"function is policy making at the university .like the directors of a corporation."
All very nice, but when do the
"stockholders" get their say =
Despite the"on paper" powers the
trustees have., it is quite evident that they are

.
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extremely influenced, if not outrightly
dominated, by the recommendations of the
University Administration. As one high
level administrative official told The
Heights the trustees serve as basically "a
rubber stamp" for proposals made by the
BC officials. Dywer however, sees the
trustees as a group that "knows when to
probe." in studying important issues.
What Dywer says may have a validity but
it is negated by both the secrecy and inaccessability that surrounds the board. In
terms of the secrecy of the trustee meetings,
the "official" university line, as stated by
Dywer. is that the "only way it can function
adequately is through closed meetings,"
otherwise honest talk might be hindered.
The problem of inaccessability looms as a
larger blot on the BC community as a whole.
The administration can make a proposal,
the trustees can act on it, and the proposal
can then be carried out before either
students, faculty members or other concerned individuals can have a chance to give
input on an issue that could affect them.
The purchase of the Newton campus is
just one example of a decision which was
made almost unilaterally by the university
administration through its presentations to
the board. No real chance was given for
other groups to organize input. The same
holds true of the current tuition increase
which was "discovered" on the same day it
was to be voted on.
Decisions such as the new faculty evaluation or the hundred dollar housing deposit
this semester, seem to appear out of the blue
with little explanation and no discussion.
Even the stockholders of giantcorporations
seem to have more knowledge of the
operations of theirboards than those in this
university community have of the trustees.
Not only are our voices not allowed to be
heard but our hearing seems to be outlawed
too.
3) WHAT DOES THE FUTURE LOOK

LIKE FOR THE TRUSTEES AND THE
BC COMMUNITY THEY CONTROL?
For years the rallying cry of this university's undergraduatepopulation has been for
the appointment of a student representative,
or an observer, to the board. At this point in
time there is as much chance of that happening as there is of "Dapper" O'Neill becoming a Harvard philosophy professor. As the
seventies move past their prime both the administration and the trustees realize that the
threat of student action over anything
becomes minimal with each passing day.
Despite combined pressure for such a move
from both students and faculty the trustees
have firmly voted the proposal down.
Dwyer points out that the board makes a
"sincere attempt to get student opinion"and
that students should use UGBC to get their
views known. Given the current state of student government student impact toward the
trustees can do nothing but diminish.
Given BC's new twenty-one million dollar
endowment drive, and the large role various
members of the board are playing in it, the
future direction of the university seems to be
toward financial success and facility expansion. While it is quite obvious that we need
and can use a large endowment at BC, the
question must be asked?Are we to get that
financial security at the expense of having a
board of trustees more concerned with
dollar figures than academic quality and the
individual needs of all the members of this
community ? Clearly this is a question that
needs to be asked, and answered, before it is
too late.
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continued from I
think we have enough lacultv in a
comparitive sense. We arc at a more
comfortable point. It's like the
hammer they arc hitting us with is a
little smalller." Sociology received
the tenth highest budget for the 4.il served this year.
Sociology has fell the effects ol
the zero growth situation. "I requested authority lo hire two new
faculty." Malec said, "bul was
denied. I can appreciate the
problem of other departments losing faculty."
Malec added that additional
problems for his department have
arisen from the drastic reductions of
federal support and thai "grad
monies arc a mere pittance of the
share of monies that arc available."
For many departments, adjustment to the no grwoth situation
seems lo be difficult. "We have to
gel in gear to no growth." Malec
said. He added thai sociology
professors now teach an average of
IX3 students each year. This number
seems to be 100 large to expect
many hours outside of the elassrom
from a professor. However, the
number has decreased from the 206
students taught yearly two or three

-

years ago.

Political Science, with the
thirteenth highest budget
($363,631). serviced 3.005 students
this year and has 701 majors. Only
the biology department has more
Department Chairman
majors.
David R. Manwaring said, "I am
not prepared to rule out inequities,
bul I would hesitate lo make any
conclusions. My guess is that on the
whole all departments are hurting."
He added that he would like the
department to grow in nonbul doubted the
Amdrttan
possibility in the no growth situation. "The money and slots just
aren't there.
"My impression is thai generally
majors arc happy, but there are
restricted numbers of courses for
non-majors." He said the numberof
majors has probably doubled in the
none years he has been here, so
faculty workloads have increased.
"Statistics in this mailer are
soft." he said, "and the implications
arc complex." Both Mlec and
Mnawaring said they believe the
number of majors to be leveling off.
English Department Chairman
Paul Dougherty said he thinks BC
has more English majors than any
other school. The 590 majors are
taught by 38 lull-time faculty and
the department's budget is larger
than any other.
However. Dougherty said. "Of
course I would like more faculty in
the ideal situation, but I couldn't
realistically justify asking for
more."He added that part of the
reason for the high number of majors is "because of the ludicrous
amount of double majoring." and
because of the core requirement.
"People are tuned into English from
freshman year.'
The Music Program, which offers
onl\ an idependent major, has the
lowest budget of any department.
$43,906. Dr. Olga Stone, director ol
the program, said. "The independent major is at least a step forward.
In the past couple of years I have
expanded the number of available
cleclives." Ihe program now has
two full time faculty members.
The fifth highest allocation is to
the chemistry department ($546.-646) This is the highest of all science
budgets. Chemistry Professor John
R. Trzaska, S.J. said this may be
because chemistry "probably has
the highest operating budget of all
the sciences. The operating budget
would be
T6f"cTiernlcals and

Breakdown for College of Arts & Sciences
Department
Biology
Chemistry
Classics
Economics
English
Fine Arts
Geology & Geophysics
Germanic Studies
History
Mathematics
Music Program
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Program for the Study of
Peace and War
Psychology
Romance Languages

Budget Allocation
$523,412

Slavic/Eastern
Sociology
Speech
Theology

No. of Undergrad

_

,

«f

Total rt
,c*
Majors
No. ofc n/i
Enro |ments ?5 76**
76 2
4868*
156
4226*
§cq
15
397
5971
590
5740
t
66
+
35
4 6*
19
p9
364
7404
260
4940
?

546,646
101,578
557,282
774,378
160,076
223,322

FuH-time Faculty

439,394

43,906
537,944
384,735
363,631

1

g2O

152
36

+

12,003

+

420,228

~

18

20

49

3
31
20
2
20
II
15

,,

*17

2496
M qq

13
4
14
6
27

,

85
26

+

40
3 83
2879
341

563
127
30
454
284
50

390,395
79,289
416,680
194,778
568,787

66
51

38
3

2300*
3905

701

.

Spring 75 76

15
18
5

,,

106,665
633,899

SectionsOffered

.-

~
7
75
11

132
4o
B

.

?
69
88
15
66
44
126

Note: The figures in this table are not exact. They are intended to provide a
general overview of the A & S situation. Many departments did not have acand could only provide estimates.
curate records

.

*Not applicable

Courses offered in philosophy department.
This figure includes laboratories as separate courses.
+ Figures unavailable
?\u25a0

laboratory equipment."
Chemistry had 4,226 enrollments
this year. Trzaska siad much of that
is because about 40 percent of an incoming class will take general

'

chemistry and because of the high
number of pre-med students in
organic chemistry. Most other
classes in the department are small,
he added.
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show some realism. I don't think
Department Chairman Robert J.
anyone feels we should increase, but Daly.
S.J. said, "The department
no one would want a decrease."
has been growing. Seven years ago
Theology has the third highest we only had five or six majors and
allocation ($568,787) and services now we have 50.
more students than any other
department except history. Senior "We have received assurances
Vice President and Dean of that our faculty will increase, but
faculties Charles Donovan. 5..1. none has materialized. We now feel
said. "There is a special emphasis in a position to say we are doing
on theology because of the goals of more
than
our
Ihc university. I think we should share."

.
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The number of faculty in the have

chemistry department (18 full time) department, but we haven't hired
is sufficient, he said. "We have to any new faculty for it recently."
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Art Buchwald: "I Never Made the Enemy List"
by Colette Fortin
"My fellow Americans," were the
first words spoken by satirist,*
humorist, columnist. Art Buchwald,
before a welcoming audience in
Roberts Center April 13.
Throughout the hour presentation
Buchwald hit on topics ranging
from sex to politics to religion.
Among his many jokes and comments were the following:
"The farther away you are from
Washington, the more you think
things are under control."
"When Ford first became president, I thought, 'Ho\v can you make
fun of a guy who makes his own
breakfast,' but then he pardoned
Nixon and I was home free."
"This year the main topic in
Washington is whether or not Susan

Ford should remain a virgin."
Buchwald asked the audience a
series of questions he called "the
trivia test." including, "President
Nixon had five attorney generals.
Which one said, 'Judge us not by
what we say but by what we do,' and
how many states was he indicted inBuchwald said he does not talk to
anyone when writing his column
because "facts get in my way. The
scariest thing about this business is
when you make something up and it
turns out to be true."
Buchwald mentioned an article in
the New Times which listed Senator
William Scott of Virginia as the
dumbest senator in Washington:
"Now the AViv Times had a circulation of about forty, and Scott called

a press conference to deny it
Daley was vice president. I woke up
which really made him the dumbest in a cold sweat and remembered
Ford was president and Rockefeller
senator in Washington."
On the subject of computers he was vice president and I didn't know
said, "I've had a great interest in whether to go back to sleep or stay
computers ever since I tried to get awake."
out of the book-of-the-month
On the serious side, Buchwald
club
once I bent, folded, and said he felt good about the country
mutilzted their computer card and when Nixon resigned. "While one
they sent one back that said, 'If you leader of the country was resigning
do that once more we'll send you the and another was taking his place,
whole Encyclopedia Britannica.' " the only uniforms I saw'were on two
He said, "I had a nightmare the policemen on the corner. No extra
other night
I dreamt George uniforms were needed to keep
Wallace was president and Mayor peace. I believe that a country that
?

..
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Minority Report Completed

Journalism Prize Awarded

by Christine Bresnahan
The final report of the Presidents
Committee on Minority Education
at BC has been distributed to committee members and comments
from the members are being incorporated into the final report, accorweeklies." Argyelan added. "There ding to Assistant A&S Dean John
was never any doubt in my mind as Harrison.
Harrison, the official spokesman
to who the eventual winner would
be. The judges, all impartial for the committee, said he, "could
observers, agreed fairly early that give no idea when the committee
the only logical choice was The can be expected to forward its
Heights. Several minutes after the recommendations to university
preliminary decision, the executive President J. Donald Monan, S.J."
committee received two or three The committee, chaired by BC
protests from the other weeklies, Trustee Dudge David Nelson, was
but they were, for the most part, un- to have made a final report in April
substantiated outbursts of envy and of 1975. Following protests by
disappointment."Green, dazed and Black Talent students last spring, a
leary eyed, added a final comment. reaction draft to solicit student
"I'd like to take this opportunity lo response was to have been repared
thank the Reservoir arsonists, the by September, 1975. Such a report
anonymous budget bearer and Ron has not been released. Black Talent
lacobucci and his campaign students said they feared the comworkers for providing The Heights mittee's sole function was to do
with an abudance of copy."With away with the Black Talent
tears of joy stinging in his eyes Program.
Green became incapacitated, tried
to continue but under the strain of
the exitement. was unable to do so.
The Height's award will be
available for viewing all this week in
the men's room in McElroy foyer.

to The Heights
(L'PI); Special to The Heights

The Board of Directors and
Editorial Board of The Heights
learned today that they are the
recipients of the 1976 Poolashilzer
Prize in Journalism. This highly
coveted award is annually bestowed
upon the best Boston College weekly newspaper.The Heights was cited
for its in-depth analysis of the
Boston College budget and its hard
digging into the UGBC political
scandels.
The winner was chosen unanimously by a distinguished panel
of judges, which included Co
Editors-in Chief, James G. Green
and Mary A. MacVean and special
editorial consultant and former
Editor of The Heights, Kathryn T.
Argyelan. After the closed meeting
al which the winner was announced
MacVean said, "this is what all
young journalists aspire to and we
are proud to be chosen from the
myriad of Boston College

a very cool, very smooth
new revolution in smoke
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regarding attrition rates and the adjustment of some minority students
to college life."
The Black Talent Program has
been student run since 1971. According to a Black Talent Program
pamphlet, the program has been
used as an entry route for "high
risk" low income minority students.
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Last January a highly reliable
anonymous source told The Heights
the delay had been due to "obstructionary tactics" used by students in
the Black Talent Program. "There
has been great pressure on committee members. At first some of
the meetings were open to all
students. But after much verbal
harrassment. we had to close them."
(Heights. Jan. 26, 1976.)
The same source also said, "The
committee has emphasized the need
for professional leadership and
direction over minority education in
order to improve the situation

Introducing...
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can still do that can't be all that
bad."
Buchwald held a question and
answer period during which he
asked some of the questions. He
polled the audience and proclaimed
Udall the Democratic Convention
winner amongBC students, with undecided running a close second.
When asked if he ever needed
protection because of his columns
Buchwald answered, "Nobody
takes me that seriously. I never
made the enemies list which
is very embarassing."
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Jan Raymond Speakes on Revamping Medical System
Christine Bresnahan
Jan Raymond, former instructor
in medical ethics at BC and present
assistant professor in women's
studies and medical ethics at
Hampshire College, spoke about
"Medicine as a Patriarchal
Relgion" last Friday evening. This
was Raymond's first appearance at
BC as a speaker since "The Forum
on Women in Higher Education"
held last February at BC. Dr. Mary
Daly, feminist scholar, and Raymond, Daly's former student, were
both denied promotions at BC last

by

February.

Raymond focused on what she
feels is the need to revamp the entire
medical system as it exists now.
"There have been quite a few articles written recently which focus
on several issues
the unequal
access to medical care, the high cost
?

ofmedicine. But these criticisms are
answered on medicine's own
grounds. If the so-called improvements continue to be pursued
on medicine's own ground, more
and more health care will only mean
less and less health.
Ryamond said that historically
medicine was seen to be religious,
and "just because it has undergone
secularization
does not mean it
doesn't still exist on a cultist level."
Raymond drew parallels between
the medical patriarchy and the
"patriarchal church." Medical
pronouncements function as "an escatological vision," said Raymond.
"There is always the vision, the
the ultimate
things hoped for
promise is that more and more
medicine will finally conquer the
monster of death."
Medical treatment also seems to

..

..

Summer session in
College!own USA!
You can live where history lived. You can have all
the action you want in young/old Boston-theatres,
restaurants, museums, music and major league
sports You will be close to famous beaches and
historical landmarks of the greater Boston area, now
more exciting than ever in this Bicentennial Year You
can learn from a distinguished faculty teaching
graduate and undergraduate courses in Liberal Arts.
Business. Law Enforcement and Technology. You II
enjoy learning how inexpensive the tuition, food and
board are compared to other universities of equal
caliber Both day and evening courses are available
for your convenience.
Don t miss out1 Registration begins June 7 Classes
begin June 21. Send for full details and brochure

I

make full use of apocalyptic warnings, she said. In the Bible, when
the people failed to heed God's commands, they received warnings
about what would happen to those
who refused to recognize their own
folly. "There is a steady stream of
apocalyptic warnings in medicine.
People are told of the dire consequences they will suffer if surgery is
not performed."
Raymond pointed out similarities

..

between the concept of sin and concepts of sickenss. "We are born into
sickness; there are various microbes
we contain which can be potentially
Women are often seen as
lethal
the carriers of disease as women
were seen as the carriers of sin."
Drugs are equivalent to grace,
said Raymond, ana each "M?the
sacraments has a medical counterpart. "Baptism is the process
whereby men have taken over the

birthing process.
And it is the
obstetrician who delivers the child,
ndt the mother.
the doctors have
stolen the whole birthing process
from the midwives."
Medicine has "been perverted"
by becoming a patriarch religion
said Raymond, and it is now up to
women to "take healing back ..."
to demystify it, keeping in mind the
"vision of the transcendence of the
individual."

.

PIRGers Attend BenefitPremier
tion only, about one month before bookkeeper in "All the President's
the premier at $15 a head. Four Men."
days before the showing, tickets Ben Safir, Mass
PIRG board of
went on sale at BC for $5.
chairperson, said that the
directors
Complimentary tickets were given true
benefit of the premier came not
to students who worked for Mass from the money
but from the
PIRG eight hours or more on ticket publicity generated
for Mass PIRG.
i
promotion.
"PIRG usually does not get involved in such activities but we saw
A champagne reception was held
an opportunity to gain a great deal
at the Mass Fair Share office prior of
publicity with minimal PIRG
to the premier, at which BC
staff time and make some money
students rubbed elbows with the
on the side, too," said Safir.
elite of Beacon Hill including such
notables as Secretary of State Paul
Safir said PIRG felt "All the
cannot accept tax-exempt con- Guzzi and Brookline-born actress President's Men" was ideal for the
|Jane Alexander who played the type of message PIRG tries to com|
tributions.
sale,
by invita- CREEP "get John Mitchell" municate through its projects.
Tickets went on

by Woodstein
Robert Redford and several
members of Boston College Mass
PIRG combined to promote the
premier of the movie "All the
President's Men" in a fund raising
benefit for several Massachusetts
consumer groups, including PIRG.
The premier was held April Bth at
the Cinema 57 in downtownBoston.
The benefit was sponsored by the
Citizen Action Fund (CAF) set up
last year by Redford as a mechinism
for raising funds for public interest
groups such as Mass PIRG which

?
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Introducing...

It Wasn't a Drug Bust; Not Even A Robbery
by Christine Bresnahan

and local police stopped a
BC -.indent's room male and
detained him at gunpoint in front of
McKlroy while several Hundred upper campusresidents looked on. last
Thursday at about 5:00 p m Police
said the yellow firebird the man
was driving fit the description ola
car driven h\ a man who had robbed
a store in Brookline earlier in the
day.
According to .lohn Smith. '77. his
roommate. Brud Bright, had been
on his way to pick him up at the BC
main gale when the police stopped
him.
"My roommate had decided to
wail outside of McElroy for a while.
While he was sitting there, these
cops pulled over and the cop said
something over the PA system. My
roommate thought he was parked
wrong, so he moved his car up 10 or
15 feet. The policeman jumped out
of his car with his gun drawn. My
roommate stopped. They told him
to gel out of the car with his hands
up. Then they told him to turn and
Stale
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put his hands out on the hood of ihc police radio that the police were waiting lor Bright by the Main
car and they frisked him."
looking for a goldish, vcllow (laic, lie waited about 45 minutes
According lo eyewitnesses, Camaro with New York licence and slarlcd talking with the security
several police cars arrived al the plates. The driver had long blond guard by the gate. "He lold me that
College Road. Beacon Slreel area hair iusi touching his shoulders." ii yellow car had been slopped out

within

a few minutes. Smith said a
woman police officer from Newton
"took the car apart, searching it. I
had a skin diver's knife under the
from scat. The woman came out
with ihc knife, very pleased with
herself...M\ roommate didn't know
the knife was there and he was trying lo explain to the cops that the
car belonged to a person named
John Smith...he was pretty scared."
Smith said that al the lime his
roommate had no idea why he had
been slopped."He thought maybe
he had hit somebody while he was
driving and just hadn't noticed it.
The police wouldn't tell him
anything and finally he heard on the

Brighl has short brown hair.
According lo Smith the police
were getting nervous about I he
crowd which had gathered on
College Road and took Bright to the
store where the robbery occured to
see if the owner could identify him.
"M> roommate was really scared..
He was sure Ihc guv was going to be
so upset that he'd just identify
anybody as the robber."
The owner said Brighl was not the
robber. "My roommate said he
went around to each of the cops and
asked them, 'did you hear that
You heard that, didn't you " said
Smith.
Smith, meanwhile, had been

on Beacon Street. I asked him to
find out more and he came back and
said il was a Camaro...then he
found out it had New York licence
plates, and he found out they had
the same number as mine..."
Smith went back lo where the car
was parked near McKlroy. Police
wanted lo ask him about the
robbery because he fit the description of Ihc robber better than his
roommate did.
"We didn't gel back here until
after 8:00." said Smith. "As we
walked into the Reservoirs. I heard
someone ask. "Did you hear about
the big drug bust near McKlroy
I l was pretty funny."

,

A

Congressman Robert Drinan S.J. spoke to a group of alumni nurses on Health Care last Thursday.
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STEVE GLODEK
Age 27

Single
M.A.

Guidance Counselor
Likes swimming, hiking, movies, music,
meeting other people

<01976 California Avocado Advisory Boord.

AMBITION: To make the world a
better place to live in.
Believes the way to do it
is to work for a society
that values people more than power,
spirit more thancomfort.
Takes God seriously in his life,
feeling the richer for it.
Counts on the support of others
who share his ambitions.

NewpoiiBeorh. California

We'll send you a free booklet on Avocado Seed Growing
if you'll send us 25<t for handling and postage Address it:
Seed Growing, P.O. Box 2162A, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Allow 4 6 wks for delivery Offer expires Dec 31, 1976

INSIDE EVERY
CALIFORNIA AVOCADO Jjt
THERE'S A FREE TREE.
AND SOMEONE TO Yell
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With other Brothers and Priests
STEVE IS A MARIANIST

.

Do you share Steve's ambitions? Maybe
we can work together. Let's talk.
Picas*
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Ballimore,

Maryland 21210

Brother Stan Mathews. S.M.
Director of Vocations
University of Dayton
Dayton. Ohio 454*9
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Draw-The-Leprecl aun Contest Winners Announced!
After several long weeks of frustration
and anxiety. The Heights Revue's Artists
Attic staff has announced the winners of the
Artists Attic Draw-The-LeprechaunContest.
Jon Gnagy, renowned television art instructor, in announcing the winners said, "I've
been pleasantly surprised at the amount of
talent and skills exhibited here at the
Heights, this contest notwithstanding. My
compadres on the Artists Attic staff have
one
done
if you'll pardon my French
holy hell of a job getting this thing together.
No only does this contest give talented
?

?

aesthetics, we asked Artists Attic's own

perennial-blooming pen-pusher, Peter

Keough, how the winners were chosen.
"Simple," he said, "these were the only
f ?i n entries we got." Obviously miffed,
Keough decried the "odious lack of artistic
concern and don't laugh school spirit.
Yes, school spirit; that funny little feeling

'

?

?

that tells you 'hey man, be
Let's do it for The Heights! I know it
old-fashioned or silly, but that's what
i down to. Why, I remember back in
" While Keough waxed sentimental,
he "god ol' days," we turned our tape
;rs to Jim Cassidy, chief honcho of
reci
ekly centerspread: "We were a little
the
jihted. Here we thought we were
disi
neg
ing a need in the University and we
tjhat we were right in the first place
figc
?v"c are no talented artists at BC. I
Ihe guys who drew those frenetic
gue
m inside

yo;
pre
sou
jt t
'71
abc

frenula in the campus lavatorieshad a rough
enough time drawing them, never mind
some Lucky Leprechaun."
Gnagy. recovering from his reverie,
praised the work of those who contributed.
"I think, for the number of entries received,
it was a great turn-out. I am pleasured to announce that a Mr. "Anonymous" has won
first prize. However, since this mystery artist has failed to come forth and be
recognized, we have decided to give the
prizes to our second place winner, Mr. Damian DeMarco of Revere, a junior

He will receive the complete Dick Francis detective novel series,
Billy Jean, The New Breed Of Athlete,
Michael Polnareff's album, the new
Wishbone Ash record, jazz albums by Sonny Fortune and David Leibman, as well as
recent releases by Finch and Bad Company.
economics major.

"Third place was won by a Mr. Art

McDraw (A&S, '76) and fourth place was
garnered~l)y Paul McPartland, Associate
Editor of The Heights, who, though he confused a leprechaun with a "leperchaun,"did
display a generous amount of talent."
Mr. DeMarco may pick up his prizes at
the Heights office between noon and 3:00 on
Wednesday of this week. Three cheers to all
who entered on a job well done!

Frampton: Alive And Very Well

Artists Attic

Meet Fr. Roland Resonance
by Peter Keough

This week Artist's Attic is pleased to present an example of that sublime, though
largely ignored literary genre, the theology
examination. And surely nothing more
genuinely representative of this art form
could be found that the final given for Fr.
Resonance's elective, "What Gives with
God ?"
Reverend Resonance's career has been an
inspring story encompassing the depths of
defeat and obscurity and the heights of
triumph. Established at Boston College in
the late '30's as an authority on themedieval
church, it soon became obvious to his
colleagues that this plucky prelate was not
so much an expert on 14th century religious
hysteria as he was an example of it. His
founding of the Boston College Flagellant
Society and the overwhelming success of his
annual food drives for the poor souls in
Purgatory earned him local acclaim and
national recognition.
But these initial successes were shortlived. Growing liberal elements within the
university began to look with disfavor on Fr.
Resonance's activities, particularly following publication of his popular but controversial volume of teen counseling Use It Before
You Lose It. Objections were also raised
against the beleagred clergyman concerning
his partiality for certain enemy nations at

the outbreak of World War II and his increasingly arcane and spectacular religious
practices. With additional pressure from the
B'nai Brith, local fire inspectors, the FBI
and the SPCA the problemmatic padre was
forced into premature retirement.
So it may have remained if not for a
curious, some say miraculous, coincidence
that occurred last year. A visiting French
theologian, searching for his room among
the winding corridors of St. Mary's was
suddenly struck and deeply moved by
mellifluous tones swelling from a secluded
doorway. Upon inquiry the next morning, he
learned that what he had overheard was Fr.
Resonance's regular performance of a
canonical version of"The Caisson Song."
His curiousity aroused, he soon unearthed
the entire story and was astonished to discover that the theories and practices of this
seemingly eccentricecclisiasticcoincided exactly with his own renowed investigations
into the nature of the divine and irrational.
Resonance was declared a significant
religious thinker, and the subsequent intense
interest in him resulted in his reinstatement
to the faculty.
And so, for the reasons already mentioned, and to stifle once and for all those
dishards who insist that the teachings of Fr.
Resonance are mere personal obsessionsand
the products of advanced dementia, we feel
privileged to present the following.

by Mike Morgan
When your humble alderman first saw
and heard one Peter Frampton, it was April
1971. Humble Pie was playing third bill to
Ten Years After and Cactus at the Boston
Garden.
The Pie came on stage first and played in
their usual gross-out style. The midget who
sang lead and the mooses who played bass
and drums were really into their routine of
macho-posing, falling on the floor, and
guitar humping. That was three-quartersof
the band. The other quarter was a slight,
long-haired guitarist who seemed to prefer
stepping out and playing soaring leads instead of falling on his ass like his cohorts.
Peter Frampton gave the Pie their only
musical credibility. That fall. Humble Pie
released a live album and their fortunes
at least commercially. By
skyrocketed "
that time Frampton had left the band,
seemingly missing the boat for the second
time in his career. His earlier band, the
Herd, had been teeny-bopper sensations in
England, but they suffered from a bad case
of rip-off managers. So Frampton took a
chance, left Humble Pie and struck out on a
solo career.
Between 1972 and 1975, Frampton
released four solo albums, each marked by
consistently good melodies and uneven
lyrics. Each also dealt with a facet of his
private life. Wind Of Change (1972)
celebrated his new marriage and regenerated
career. Frampton s Camel (1973) dealt with
the failure of that marriage while

.

FINAL EXAM FOR SPRING SEMESTER
by Fr. Roland Resonance

Directions: Concise Answers will be
accepted but discursive and rambling
responses are preferred, especially for multiple choice and true and false questions. It
should be noted that performance on this
exam will have absolutely no bearing on the
course grade, which will be determinedsolely by the quality of an Act Of Contrition
given by each student at the end of the class.

Fr. Resonance

amateurs a chance for recognition, but it
also helps to persuade others not so talented
to see the beauty in life, to stop and smell the
roses, you might say." While Gnagy continued to wax philosophical on the subject of

(center)

Part One: Mystical Theology
Describe one of the following:
1) The Beatific Vision
2) My ideal of Dog Heaven
3) Five minutes of happiness of Our
Lady
'Part Two: Ecumenism
1) Would a Jew eat your breakfast? Ex-

plain.
2) What religious groups can we safely laugh

at?

with two colleagues.

Something's Happening (1974) and Famplon (1975) focused on the success of a new
relationship. Although these albums were
generally well received by critics, only
Frampton had any appreciable sales.
In an effort to establish some recognition,
Frampton has spent the last four years on
the road. He even went so far as to play
second-bill to Poco at a concert at BC during the Spring of '73. As seemed to be his
fate at the time, the audience applauded
politely and quickly forgot about him. But
five years of touring built his confidence and
stage presence and the result of all this is a
new two record set, Frampton Comes Alive.
Frampton Comes Alive shows Peter in a
new light, blaring away on three electric
sides, sounding subtle but in control on an
acoustic side. His voice has greatly improved since the Humble Pie days, when it
sayed in the background of loudmouth Steve
Marriott. No longer a nasal wail it is now
much fuller decidedly English, but in the
style of Steve Winwood, with whom he
shares (to some degree) that throaty inflection that polite English boys aren't supposed
to have.
In fact, Frampton's whole stage persona
is now more complete. ... he is in charge.
This is perhaps best demonstrated in the
opening number "Something's Happening."
As the band punches out the introductory
chords, Frampton steps to the microphone
to yell out a definitive "aayyy" then waits
a full measure before he starts singing. He's
the star now, he'll sing when he's ready.
Hearing is believing.
And the music
Given the chance to
stretch out, Frampton unleashes some absolutely shimmering guitar riffs. He has a
definite taste for upper register solos,
squeeaing out quick flurries of high notes.
Although his style is sometimes repetitive it
is more often riveting. He is powerful axeman who loves volumn but he is also fluid
and facile: he stays out of the rut of being
just a heavy metal masher. Frampton's versatility enables him to employ power chords,
wailing solos and jazz improvization within
the space of a single song.
On "Something's Happening" he
produces some substantial, yet light, almost
ethereal fills which contrast nicely with the
solid chording of pianist Bob Mayo. The
next number "Doobie Wah" has Frampton
stealing a guitar intro from (pick one folks)
Dave Mason's "Only You Know and 1
KNow"/Doobie Brothers' "Listen To the
Music" and stealing a few Allmanesque
lines before launching into a solo that is pure

..

?

Part Three: Religion and contemporary
issues
1. How can you tell if your friend is no
longer in a state of grace?
a) He has started going out with a girl who
wears make-up.
b) He has taken to wearing patent leather
shoes and hanging around the playground.
c) He has been paralyzed in an auto accident
or is dying from a hideously disfiguring disease.
d) Hair is growing on the palms of his hands.
2. Select four announced presidential candidates and calculate the exact amount of
lime each will spend in purgatory.
3. Describe the advantages of voluntary starFrampton.
vation as a method of birth control.
Peter also works a "Vox Humana"
(talkbox) into his act a la Stevie
Wonder/Jeff Beck on his hit single "Show
Part Four: The Lighter Side of Our Faith
1. In the space provided below produce a Me The Way" and on the album's finale
"Do You Feel Like We Do." But his use of
cartoon depicting one of the following:
the device is sparing. Although it is an oba) Christ cracking up the apostles with
viously important part of "Show Me The
another great one-liner.
Way" Peter shows good taste in keeping the
b) A non-believer being shown his place
talkbox from being an overused gimic. as it
at
wither
a modern social gathering or at
have been in somebody else's hands.
might
The Last Day.
Frampton has the audience eating out of
c) Reality.
his hand throughout Ihc album, but his con2. In a catchy limerick explain the Mystery
does not diminish when he unplugs his
trol
of the Trinity.

'aut. Peter shows considerable skill in
ing an acoustic set. "All I Want To Be
t Your Side)" and "Wind of Change"
unabashedly pretty melodies and find
pton in a clear, mellow voice. "Penny
our Thoughts" is a short acoustic inental on which Peter does some deft
g»while "Baby I Love Your Way"
out with just Peter and his acoustic
building into a finely crafted jazznumber with the whole band helping

Oh yeah, one more thing that Frampton
has going for him is his androgynous good
looks, which are responsible for any number
(1?
of lustful "oohs" and "aahs" from female(?)
ha
fans (take that Bay City Rollers) which fill
Rr
the spaces when Peter is not playing
Fc
anything. Pretty Peter Frampton looks like
str
*>j<
everybody's kid brother AND kid sister. It
'helps make him a star. I look like
sti
everybody'spet rock, so I am not a star. But
be
tin
I do recommend that you do buy Frampton
Comes Alive so you can be a star. See? I'm
ou
'Frampton's forte is electric and his not jealous, Pete.
ab
to gradually transform an acoustic
i_an electric one is a definite plus and
set
kei
audience participation at high levels.
: time he swings into "I Wanna GoTo
By
>un," the band is cooking and as the
Th
ig People" would say, the joint is jum"V
,
He even shifts into the regions of
piY
Metal on "I'll Give You Money,"
FIRST PRIZE: "Anonymous" (school and class unknown)
He
coming on the heels of an acoustic
wh
S, will definitely stir you from sleep.
nu
'Jumpin' Jack Flash" (out of sequence
Or
album it is usually his encore) is a
on
if only because it is an overdone
dvi
nu,!
a. But even on "Jumpin' Jack Flash"
changes the arrangement.
Pc
real tour dc force of Frampton
for Alive is on side four. Both songs here
Ended numbers, "Lines On My Face"
are
Do You Feel Like We Do?" The
ant
is perhaps Frampton's best written
for
nui
>. concerning itself with the breakup
of'
marriage. Frampton is a lot like Paul
arrangertney. in that his
Mc
nd voice make up for inconsequential
rue
Frampton is also similar, to
|yr
because he can on the other
rtney
Mc
ccasionally come up with a really inhar
composition that puts all the pieces
spi;
!r. "Lines On My Face" is to Peter
tog
Yesterday" is to McCartney.
w&
song starts out with some bittersweet
~\
chording and after some to-the-point
gui
;: "My mind is turning slower
sin
'ever to accept defeat/But it don't
nov
ma"
Tit don't matter/I've still got a house
Frampton shifts into
Iv(
t to heat"
SECOND PRIZE: Damian DeMarco
f_ but controlled guitar solo before
an-;
back into the melody.
slidi
You Feel Like We Do?" on the
tarid is a celebration, opening with
otht
mister guitar and piano lines before
sonon has a chance to joyfullyextole the
Fra
of total debauchery: ("I woke up this
virti
a wine glass in my hand.")
mot
gives
ample room for Frampton
Th"c
"8
ln st Mayo to do some fancy jamand
Tampion enjoys a chance to do some
min
»g solo work and to fool with his
blis j
while Mayo takes a jazz excursion
talk
Fender Rhodes.
on I
ipton's taste in sidemen on this live
F
impeccable. Bob Mayo turns in a
alto
yeoi
l's (yeoperson's?) job from start to
voviding not only acoustic and elecifjnis
io, but also guitar, organ and vocals.
tric
ieldon provides a steady, more than
Stan
fflt JOD on Dass and Dackip g vocals
com
)hn Siomos, a longtime cohort from
wn j|,
Upton's Camel days is solid and flexthe 1
L_!
1
!
!
I
used to excellent advantage
immcr,
ible
THIRD PRIZE: Art McDraw (A&S '76)
FOURTH PRIZE: Paul McPartland
other
many
aw
Me
The
and
Way"
on "
s
num
"Lc
ha

:
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BC Possesses Endangered Cultural Resources
by Rob Howie and John Rosser
Gardner Brewer, a wealthy Boston
merchant and art lover, commissioned the
statue for $28,000. no small sum of money
in 1865. In Rome the famed Italian sculptor
Tadolini spent two years planning the pro-

When finished. Tadolini was besieged
in his studio by distinguished spectators,
among whom was Pope Pius IX. What they
sau was a winged St. Michael, sword in
hand, triumphant over a fallen, scowling
Lucifer. The graceful body of St. Michael
contrasts sharply with the crouched Lucifer
with snaky tail and bat-like wings. Yet
somehow Lucifer's appearance is not all that
repugnant, which prompted even the Pope to
remark that "The Devil is not so black as he
has been |iainted."
Brewer had to pay extra lo have the statue
shipped by steamer, then Ihe safest mode of
transportation to the Slates. For many years
it graced the Brewer mansion, until in 1909
it was purchased at auction and given to
Boston College, where it was intended to be
the focal point of the Recitation Building at
the new Chestnut Hill campus (the College
moved from downtown Boston in 1913 when
the sludenl body reached the alarming St. Michael and Lucifer statue in Gasson Hall.
number of 500).
The magnum opus of Tadolini would
appear greatly altered to the master today.
some of the .poet's work which he
and Gardner Brewer would be heartsick to galleys of
personally
presented to Boston College, and
ga/c upon the magnificent creation which he
17 volumes of Merlon's prose
also
includes
made possible. Unfortunately, while moving
and
The
James B. Connolly Collecpoetry.
the statue, the wings, scabbard and sword of
a complete set of autographed first
tion
is
St. Michael were broken. Although his
by America's greatest writerof sea
wings were finally repaired in 1925, the work editions
stories.
was of an inferior quality, and the sword is
The Williams Ethnological Collection
now lost. His knuckles remain chipped, and comprises
more lhan 10.000 works on
by
his body darkened the thousands ofhands
Africana. Caribbcana and .ludaica. The
which have obscured the true color of the (
aribbcana collection is ihe only one of its
Caralla marble through the years.
kind
in ihe western hemisphere. There is a
The statue, because of its Christian theme copy
of the Laws of Jamaica, 1683. one of
of the triumph of good over evil, is a paronly 8 known, and a copy of Peter Martyr's
ticularly appropriate cultural resource for
the university. The same can be said general- Dc Rebus Oceanicis et Orbe Novo Decades
Holbein, printed al
Is of the older architecture on campus, Tres with woodcuts by
of
only
Basil
in
1533.
one
5 in existence.
which is from the Gothic revival of the early
that make
The
more
than
5.000
volumes
20th century and reminds the viewer of an up
the Special Irish Collection are comera which witnessed ihe triumphant expanprehensive in scope. Included are a rare facsion of Catholic Europe. The Jesuit imprint
simile of ihe Book of Kells. a set of the
on ihe university is refiected in many of the
stained glass panels in the main reading monumental Acta Sanctorum Hiberniae
XIV. 17th and
room of Bapst Library. Gargan Hall. Some from ihe library of Louis
century works on Ireland, a score of
ISlh
of the panels depict the story of Jesuit inmaterial relating lo the Irish National
stitutions throughout ihe world. Other paneditions of William
els represent disciplines which have always Movement and firsl
Butler
Yeats.
collections also inSpecial
been emphasized in Jesuit education, e.g.
Theodore Roosevelt. Samuel
theology, history, literature and philosophy. clude letters of
Grover Cleveland and Ihe sculptor
The Special Irish Collection appropriately Clemens.
Saint-Gaudens. Printed letters of Jerome
many
demonstrates the fact that
men and
from 1471. 16th century editions of
women of Irish descent who contributed so
Archimedes. Cicero. Plutarch and Vergil
university's
past
much to the
have been incan
also be found, and the more than 600
terested in their larger past as well.
century English imprints, first editions
17th
The cultural resources of the university
of
Dickens. Thackeray. Browning
Dryden.
arc extensive and varied. If the slalue of St.
Eliot, and a Tuscan Gradual from 1487
Michael which dominates the rotunda of and
scope of the collections.
Ciasson Hall is representative of Ihe quality show the
Nor are the collections wholly literary.
of our cultural resources, it is equally
representative of the condition that many of The Morrissey Collection of Japanese Prints
them are in today. What are some of the is considered one of the finest private collections in existence, and includes examples
cultural resources of Boston College =
from
the work of some of Japan's leading
Many are to be found in Bapst Library,
artists.
Iliroshigc. reknowned for his insome under conditions which are far from
timate landscapes, is well represented with
adequate. Chief among ihe special collec18 prints, and six of Japan's ten
tions is the Francis Thompson Collection, some
masters in this medium-including
greatest
the most complete collection of ThompHokusai. Harunobu and Utamaro-are
encompasses
sonana in the world. It
well
represented by thirty-one magnificent prints
over 400 volumes, including 326 original
that contribute to ihe richness of artists
manuscripts of poetry and prose, 43 Thompfrom
the Golden Age of Japanese printson notebooks, letters, periodicals and abunmaking. 1694-1858.
secondary
dant
source material.
The University has a number of postThe Mcynell Collection encompasses the
paintings,
work of Wilfred. Alice. Viola. Francis and Renaissance Italian and French
multiple works of Guido Reni and such
with
Everard Mcynell. a remarkable family of
artists as Sassoferrato, Parmigiano. Preti.
poets, fiction writers, essayists, biographers,
Domenichino
and Barocci. French works inprclacers and editors. It also includes the
clude (ieorge Michel's "Plain from Mont 1
works of Coventry Patmore, and considered
martre" and Francois Granel's "Capuchin
as a whole, is a unique assemblage of
from the IBlh century. The
original manuscripts, novels, translations, Fathers." both
great American artist Benjamin West is
letters,
editions,
biographies, rare
to have painted "The Coin of
holographs, musical scores, etchings, believed
Tribute." although the painting remains unlithographs, paintings, drawings, pastels and
ject.

.

photogravure pictures.

The .lesuilana Collection is equally
varied: early and rare works by and about
Jesuits, letters and reports from missionaries in China, Tibet and Japan. Some
ol ihc earliest authentic accounts of
Europeans in ihc far East arc to be found
here, and not a lew ilenis from as early as
the I6ih century. The Thomas Merton
Collection contains original typescripts and

signed.

Fourteenth and 18th century carved ivory
triptychs from France. 17th century German
interpretations of Venetian masters, modern
ivory miniatures and contemporary Irish
drawings show the rich diversity of these
treasures. Not least among the paintings is a
masterly St. Jerome, reputedly by Titian.
rivaled only by a By/anlinc masterpiece
which hangs nearby: a Madonna and Child
ill beaten gold.

Library has been compiled. Since then some
of ihc collections have more than doubled in
si/e. Interested students and faculty will
search in vain for some of these out-of-print
publications: Ihcy just aren't on ihe library
shelves.
There has not been a special exhibition of
the Morrissey Japanese Prints in more than'
25 years, and the one special exhibit which
was held was open for only a few short
weeks. To our knowledge the beautiful
collection of fans from 18th century France
has never been on public exhibition.
The result of the lack of published information and ihc dearth of university-wide exhibitions has fostered a cultural environment
among our community that is to be
lamented. Students and faculty are equally
affected. The effect on many transfer
students, most of whom are here only four
semesters.'is especially lo be regretted. We
tire graduating thousands every year who
\u25a0 have nol had the opportunity to appreciate
i the unique treasures their alma mater has to
i offer. If the obscurity has had an adverse
I effect on the university community, its conbysequences for (he objects themselves are of
! more immediate impact.
! Inaccessible to the public in Bapst
Library's Margaret E. Ford Tower, named
for the local washerwoman whose pennies
built it, hang three of the Hearst tapestries
from the 14th and Islh centuries. Although
they are covered on the back side which
laces ihe stone walls of the tower and have
recently been cursorily inspected, they are in
imminent danger of damage from mildew.
Rain often finds ils way into the tower
through the many cracks in the masonry,
causing the lime in the mortar to bleed down
the walls, pcriously close to the tapestries.
Of the 136 paintings and works of art
listed in the 1952 catalogue entitled The
Bapst Library (of which there are no public
copies available), more than two dozen are
missing from their assigned locations.
Robbery and vandalism has made it
necessary for some of these works to be
removed to safer quarters, of which there
are lew on campus. During a one month
period last year rare mathematical and
scientific books dating from as early as the
16th century were left out in the basement
corridor of Carney Faculty Center while
storage room no. 20 from which they came
was rearranged. Not a few of these valuable
books, some of which are irreplaceable,
were liberated from the cardboard boxes in
which ihey sat on the corridor floor by
anyone who happened to walk by and see
them.
One of Boston College's greatest
treasures is a letter St. Francis Xavier sent
John 111. King of Portugal, from Cochin in
1552. Il is a confidential report to the King
of Ihc missionary saint's impression of the
Orient. It was found stuffed inside an old
book in Portugal in 1927, purchased for $2,-500 and made a gift to Boston College that
same year, a gift which included a beautiful
wooden stand in which to display the letter,
for nearly fifty years the letter sat protected
in its glass envelope until recently when
careless workmen cracked the galss in moving it from ils reference room location. In so
doing they admitted the vicissitudes of the
atmospheric conditions in Bapst, from the
humid moisture of rainy weather to the dry
heal of ihe winter season. It has yet to
receive attention, and no plans have been
made to prevent further damage from environmental conditions.
Five years ago. in 1971. a former student
and his accomplice stole an incredible 212
rare and valuable books from the cage in the
libran basement. Quick action soon after
the robber) was discovered made possible
the recovery of 98 of these books. The
remaining 114 have never been recovered.
The Director of Campus Security at ihe
lime insisted that the remaining rare books
in the cage be moved to a more secure loca-
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Bapst vault where the rare books have
been stored for the past five years under
temperatures as nigh as HOC.
The original manuscript of Francis
Thompson's Hound of Heaven, the Hicks
collection of 18th century boxed French fans
and the monumental 13th, 14th. and 15 century Flemish tapestries given by William
Randolph Hearst are also a part of this rich
collection. One might also mention, in addition lo the. special collections, the cultural
resources which we puss every day like the
great golden eagle that watches over Linden
lane, brought from the American Embassy
in Japan, or the four great bells in Gasson
Tower, rung only on four special occasions
since 1913: the death of Father Gasson. the
end of World War 11. the opening of the
Vatican Council and the celebration of the
100th anniversary of the college.
11 is unfortunate that so few students and
faculty have heard of some of the special
collections, and thai fewer still have made
use of them. There exists within ihe university a fragmentation of authority which contributes lo the esoteric state of these cultural
resources. The stalue of St. Michael in
Classon Hall is under the jurisdiction of the
Director of Buildings and Grounds for lack
of more appropriate auspices. The University's official records and documents are under ihe jurisdiction of the University
Archivist in ihc basement of Carney Faculty
(enter. Only some of the literary and artistic treasures in Bapst Library fall within
ihe province of ihc Special Collections
librarian, and the paintings found
throughout the university are under no one's
direct supervision.
The lack of a cenlrali/ed authority and
university policy has precluded a systematic
preservation program,and any useful efforts
at cataloging and exhibition are left to the
initiatives and discretion of the many individuals under whose authority these
resources fall. The larger implications of
such a policy are readily apparent on campus today in the general ignorance of our
cultural heritage. "Japanese prints from the
18th century = I never heard of them" said
one senior when asked by the authors. We
also overheard an official guide taking
prospective Boston College students and
their parents on a tour of the middlecampus
say about Bapst: "This building was built as
a church originally, but now we use it as a
library."
One of the reasons for such ignorance is
an egregious lack of published information
concerning the historx and traditions of the
university. The only major history of Boston
College was published more than 25 years
ago. and needless to say is out of print. A
check on the library shelves for this work by
David R Dunigan (Milwaukee. 1947).
revealed that the copy had only been taken
out once since 1958. The admirable 1963
Sub Turri which contains so many beautiful
photographs and an informative text on
Boston College treasures is no longer
gencralh available, few people have seen
the charcoal drawings in Jack frost's The
Crowned Hilltop, a truly handsome book
published more than 15 years ago. It has
been more than 25 years since a detailed
catalogue of the special colledions in Bapst

Kevin
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tion.

The only location which was both convenient and sale was a hank-type vault in the
basement of Bapst. a room 12' \ 15' where
approximately 2.500 volumes have been
crowded in since the robbery in the cage.
These quarters are extremely cramped, with
insufficient space even for the staff to move
around in. The rare books represent a unique cultural resource. They are a precious
plnsical expression of the beauty of that
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Valuable Collections Suffer From Storage Conditions
knowledge which is the soul of the university's mission. Every faculty member and
student would be appalled to see the suffocating condition in which these precious
materials have been stored now for five
years. The vault is adjacent lo the heating
plant of the Bapst. and as a result many of
the books are desiccated. Anyone who has
suffered the extremes of summer heat in the
Bapst basement during the winter can imagine what the books suffer. The
temperature range during the winter fluctuates from 70 degrees to 90 degrees F. In
the summer, when the heating system is
turned off, the temperature still manages to
soar to an incredible 110 degrees, forcing
delicate covers of rare editions to crack and
split, and turning pages to brittle sheets.
Many pages of these rare books show
evidence of what is called "foxing." Foxing
is the brown, splotchy spotting on paper
caused by a reaction of the chemicals in the

varied. In the case of the Bapst Library, up
until recently there has been no one working
full lime on special collections. In
September of 1975 Interim Library Director
Jeanne Aber appointed Frank Seegraber as
Special Collections Librarian, a necessary
first step in the direction we so desperately
need. Mr. Seegraber is now responsible for
the wellbeing of the majority of the Bapst's
treasures, and he is only too aware of thedifficulty of his task. "What bothers me are the
things now considered my responsibility. I
have lo fight for them."
Frank Seegraber has only his own
resources to fight with. It seems difficult lo
believe, but there has never been, nor is there
now. a budget from which the special collections can gel Ihe funds they so badly need.
Nor is Mr. Seegraber the only one aware of
the potential and actual deterioration goins
on even now. The library staff has long been
aware of the problems, but awareness cannot bring results without money.
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Deteriorating rare books.
paper with the air. Foxing is aided by fluctuations of temperature and humidity.
Books, for example, like to live in an environment which is a constant 65 degrees F.
Many of the books in the vault already show
evidence of advanced foxing, in which the
pages became not only discolored and brittle, but finally disintegrate completely.
"A number of things are badly in need of
restoration" says Special Collections
Librarian Frank Seegraber. "The atmospheric conditions under which we are
now storing most of our valuablebooks are
intolerable. We have no temperature control, no humidity control and the vault is too
dry. The lighting is inadequate and there is
no space in which to use the books." Some
of the books are beyond repair, and others
can be saved only by immediateattention. A
work of Irenaeus of Lyons, for example,
edited by the great Erasmus and printed in
Basel by the famous Froben in 1526 is completely lacking covers. While the pages at
present remain in relatively good condition,
il can not be expected that this will' remain
the case very long, especially for the title
page which now serves as the cover for the
remaining pages.

A 1799 Fourth of July oration of John
Lowell and a 1796 almanac by Nathaniel
Low, both printed in Boston, remain
coverless. Also without protective binding?
are a large number of exquisite maps from
the Williams Ethnological Collection, some
from the 17th and 18th centuries. They need
to be flattened out, mounted, and kept flat in
a map case. The Bapst library does not
possess a map case. A cover is missing from
an 1840 first edition of Mercedes of Castile
by James Fenimore Cooper, the works of
Pindar, printed at Basel in 1526, and the
first volume of an edition of the Douay Bible, the first Catholic Bible in English, dated
1609. Prompt action could save the Cooper
binding which appears to be the original.
Foxing has attacked many first editionsof
19th century authors, such as Holmes,
Cooper and Longfellow. It may be too late
for a first edition of Dickens Little Dorrit,
printed in London in 1857, but there is hope
for a first edition of Longfellow's Tales of A
Wayside Inn if it is treated immediately. The
early American newspapers in the library
are already in a stale of advanced foxing,
like the 1819 series of The Boston Recorder.
Why isn't something being done to slow
down this relentless deterioration= The
answer is as complex as the problems are

Money is the biggest problem, and while
anxious librarians, archivists and curators
wait for it the invidious deterioration continues. Nor is the Administration ignorant
of the present conditions. The New Heights
Advancement Campaign is fully cognizant
of the "menace to precious library
materials," as they state in their newly
published document. Our own research has
taken us to numerous offices, departments
and personnel. Those individuals we have
talked with who were not aware of the
problems are now fully informed as to the
specific problems of the cultural resources
throughout the university. Informed, concentrated efforts are now being discussed in
strategic administrative areas, but new
library facilities with proper environmental
conditions and adequate security to house
growing collections are still a long way off.
University Archivist Henry Callahan, S.J.
and his staff are already in immediate need
of space, and space is the next biggest
problem. The university employs a full time
person just to utilizespace efficiently on the
campus, and Director of Space Management Roderick Wallick knows only too well
how critical the supply is. It is not simply a
question of space, but good, useable space
with the right environmental conditions and
tight security. This kind ofspace is the rarest
on campus.
Time is against us. While administrators
plan and fund raisers seek donations, some
treasures are greatly depreciating in value.
"Some of the things that are now here and in
need of attention can't wait that long" says
Frank Seegraber. And dedicated personnel
like Frank Seegraber of Special Collections,
Father Callahan of the University Archives
and Helen Landreth of the special Irish
Collection can't do it alone. "I need a
secretary" says Seegraber, "someone to
help me inventory what we've got. We need
the time to catalog." The Williams Collection is fast bacoming historical a static and
stagnant collection. Collections like these
must be kept alive by relevant accessions
and culling by knowledgeable persons.
Inventory, cataloging, bibliography, preservation many books await these requirements.
"A library doesn't get credit for having
just the things that it's expected to have,"
explains Seegraber. "What does make a
library's reputation are the things il has that
no place else has, the things that people have
to come to us for because they're simply not
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obtainable anywhere else." The reputation
of a university is not dissimilar.
What then, can and should be done= A
number of things can be done without
further delay. A task force can be appointed
which can make a comprehensive evaluation
on the needs of the university's cultural
resources. This task force can recommend
ways of centralizing control and givea direction and focus to the valiant if sporadic efforts being made at the present time.
In the case of the rare books, outside experls can be brought in immediately for
evaluation of rare materials and the formation of a planning document: a requisite step
before intelligent preservation can begin.
We have been in contact with the country's
leading conservator, whose team would
make a comprehensive investigation of
deteriorating resources and recommend a
plan of action. He will also undertake
specialized conservation treatment at an at
cost basis, with no profit to the famed conservation center of which he is director.
What will such an investigation and action
plan cost= An innocuous $125.
The University community must be made
more aware of the extensive cultural
resources open to it. This means education
on the special needs and functions of artistic
treasures, and it means exhibitions.
Universily-wide exhibitionsof the scope and
visibility of Father Henry Callahan's
"Jesuitana" must be more frequent, more
comprehensive and better publicized. Above
all, education means publication: new
catalogs of the Thompson. Meynell and Patmore collections (the last one was nearly 40
years ago): a catalog of the Williams
Ethnological Collection (the Africana and
.ludaica have never been adequately inventoried); and pamphlets on the special
treasures which make Boston College the
unique place that it is.
Incoming freshman students should
receive some information on the cultural
resources of the university, along with the
standard campus maps and MBTA routes.
We must all work together in raising the
awareness of students as well as faculty to
this end.
It is time for a new history of Boston
College, a major work that would bring into
focus the tumultous changes of the 1960's at
the university. Existing histories are no
longer in print, and there is a need to
educate faculty no less than students on our
cultural heritage. A special publication
devoted to just the university's cultural
resources would be an effective beginning.
Knowledge about such resources as the
Special Irish Collection, the Hearst
tapestries and even about monuments which
are passed every day is not a part of what
undergraduates take away from their experience at Boston College. Students might
be interested to know that the marble and
granite block in the shape of four ships in the
quadrangle is the base of the great Admiral
Dewey monument, which for years was a
focal point near Boston's South Station. The
column on which perches our famous eagle
on Linden Lane is also a part of this monument.

The sympathy Tor the plight of the rare
books and other neglected resources is great,
and these problems are by no means unique
to Boston College. Everyone with whom the
authors spoke about these matters is
genuinely concerned. We can say without
hesitation that the present library administration, Mr. O'Connell, Ms. Aber and
Mr. Seegraber, is blameless for the circumstances they find themselves in todya.
They are to be commended, in fact, for their
continued efforts in the face of sometimes
insurmountable odds.
The situation is rather the result of a
haphazard supervision of the University's
overall cultural resources and the lack of
priority given to those resources when it
comes to physical spaceand finances. A case
in point is the rare books. Last year a
proposal was made by Ms. Aber and Mr.
Seegraber to transfer the rare books from
the vault to St. Thomas More Hall. The requested room was not considered suitable
and will be made into a lavatory. Ms. Aber
has requested another room.
Thoughtful planning, and in the case of
the rare books, some immediate attention,
are still necessary. A coordinated program
between the Office of Public Relations, the
New Heights Advancement Campaign and
the Development Office for supervision,
preservation, exhibition and publicity would
have great positive consequences for the
University, helping to develop a sense of the
past which is so important to our future
planning. It would help to give undergraduates, particularly the increasing
number of transfer students, a sense of roots
and a distinctive imprint to their Boston
College education.
In a letter sent to Boston College in 1934,
Episcopal Bishop William Lawrence, whose
family had owned the farmlands now occupied by the University, remarked that
"Boston College, with its beautiful group of
buildings, has given a grace and Benediction
to my boyhood haunts." The recent Jesuit
Statement speaks to the increasing loss of
benediction on thiscampus. A sense ofgrace
could be restored by more prudent care and
awareness of our cultural resources, and the
heritage we all share in common.
As this statement goes to press we have
received word that Interim Library Director
Jeanne Aber, in consultation with University 'Librarian Thomas O'Connell. has
ordered the rare books removed from the
vault to the cage. While this will save the
books from the suffocatingconditions of the
vault, the environment in the cage is only a
slight improvement, and there is far less
security for the books there. The library administration is now considering whether or
not it will allocate $125 to a conservatorfor
a professional evaluation of these rare
books, an evaluation which will be greatly
complicated by the decision to move them
from the vault to thecage, where they willlie
virtually inaccessible in cardboard boxes.
Rob Howie is a member of the Class of
1976, and John Rosser is a member of the

Department

of History.
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BC Wins 3-1; Salvage Split
by Ken Rivetz
The 1976 version of the Boston
College baseball team is not having
the season many had hoped for
when practice began last month.
After getting off to a pretty good
start with five wins in their first
eight games. Coach Eddie
Pellagrin's nine has faltered and
has been able to post only two victories in their last
outings. As
of this writing they have a 7-9 slate.
The 25 game season is still far
from being a disaster but it will take
a considerable turnaround from

past performances to garner enough superbly pitched by three Eagle streak in the last eight games.
triumphs for a .500 season, much hurlers. Ron Luongo struck out 12
The principle reason for the disless an ECAC Division I playoff batters and walked only one in the appointing showing thus far, can be
spot.
first game but gave up a winning traced to one word
pitching. At
Their last two contests, played a homerun in the 6th inning and was the outset of the campaign, it
couple of days ago against the tough luck loser. The effective appeared to be a strong suit of the
Springfield College, gave some in- performance was very encouraging team. Senior Len Burke, juniors
dication they may be ready to turn for the 1-4 Luongo, though, as he Ron Luongo, and Karl Sherry, and
?

the corner. The Eagles split a
doubleheader, losing the first, 3-2
and rebounding to win the second,
3-1 on a game-winning homerun by
co-captain Harry O'Hansesian in
the bottom of the Bth inning.
However, both games were

had been very wild all season and
when he was able to get the ball
over, he was hit hard.
Karl Sherry and George Ravanis
combined to limit Springfield to
only three hits in the nightcap with
Ravanis picking up his second varsity win. The game was even at 1-1
entering the last of the Bth and with
two outs and two strikes on the
batter. O'Hansesian lifted a towering drive over the left-center field
wall to give the Eagles a split snapping their second three game losing

sophs Goerge Rvanis and Jim
Banahan all exhibited the talent to
be effective pitchers.
However, the roof caved in on
Luongo and Sherry until the other
day against Springfield when they
hopefully snapped out of their
slumps.
Len Burke was off to a great start
and had posted complete game victories over Dartmouth and
Providence. However, after hurling
four and two-thirds strong innings
continued on 16

Jim Catapano

Looking Back

.. . .
. ..

What memories, what memories. The day was September 3, 1975
and that afternoon remains clear even today, for it was the official
opening of orientation week. Justthree short months prior to that moment I had proudly strolled on the athletic field in order to receive
that coveted sheet of paper that said that I had graduated from high
school. And now, I was in college, that's right
me. standing outside my room in Loyola Hall and it wasn't a dream.
"filtering through my
Amidst a thousand or more "What ifs
brain, the frightening moment when I finally met my roommate was
suddenly upon me. Oh, so you're from Rhode Island wow, we just
you know,
drove through there! Me ? Well, I'm from New Jersey
yeh, that New
pollution, cars, trucks, scuzzy shore, urban blight
BC player out at Third Base in football block style.
Jersey. Hey. I hear that we're supposed to have a good football team
read about it in some college football preview magazines. Say's
we'll probably challenge Perm State for supremacy in the east.
Perhaps I was naive or maybe it was just that I was a freshman, but
I believed everything that 1 had read. Still, I was not alone because
when Sports Illustratedranked BC twentieth in the nation, you had
the feeling that thebells in Gasson were going to ring continuously until the season's conclusion. With Notre Dame and ABC bannners
strategically strewn throughout Schaefer Stadium, the excitement
around campus reached a crescendo. Even with the 17-3 defeat, talk of
Oranges or Sugar still cascaded from the Reservoirs to Newton but
upset losses to Tulane and Syracuse brought even the most loyal supUMass. During the five game win- scorers are freshman attackman porter back to reality.
by Dave Coulthard
Despite a complete lack of ning streak BC dominated each Bob Bitter with 8 goals and 3 assists,
"The basketball team is the one team at Boston College that
publicity, the BC lacrosse team has time bul erratic play led to periodic and freshman middie Dan Dußois
doesn't choke," I was told and I almost believed that also. But now
nonetheless cruised along to a 5-3 defensive lapses which often let the with 7 goals and 4 assists.
that I was a seasoned college veteran, after having survived my first
record this spring. The team is opposition back into the game.
Since the last issue of Heights mid-term period, I was somehow skeptical. The individualism disIndividually the team has been Sports the team has compiled a played in the initial three victories somehow bothered me and the
presently ranked 7th in New
England although numbers five and led by the balanced scoring of at- record of 3-2. Holy Cross became Rutgers contest furthered my doubts. Then, the loss to Fairfield consix, Middlebury and Williams, lost lackmen Ward Bitter and Wally BC's third victim of the season with firmed them.
to the Eagles in pre-season scrim- Cox. Bitter has become the leading a 20-2 massacre. For the first time
But the hockey team was doing well and everyone told me that it
mage games. BC has already faced scorer in the Greater Boston League the Eagles really put it all together
was a surprise. Flockey you say ? What's a kid from Jersey supposed
the iron of its schedule, bul with 16 goals and 16 assists for 32 as fourteen players entered the poinl to know about hockey and anyway, what is a blue line ? Eventually, I
Middlebury and Williams have their points. Bitter was selected Greater scoring column. Breunig and Rick began to understand enough about the game to appreciate a few of its
toughest games yet to come, so Boston Player of the Week follow- Buhr had big days with four goals aspects and the Beanpoivictory in the Garden was certainly the
hopes are high that the Eagles can ing the wins over Holy Cross and apiece while Ward Bitter collected highlight of the entire year. OK, so BU won in the ECAC's, but not
move up lo number five by the UConn in which he combined five four assists.
without a scare and it only proves that a return to the glory years now
goals and six assists. Presently in
season's end.
Playing well but continually allow- appears within the realm of reality.
The three blemishes on the slate fourth position in Greater Boston ing UConn back in the game, it
Surely, hockey epitomized the entire athletic campaign at Boston
were all caused by nationally ranked scoring is Cox. who has chalked up took a bite third quarter surge to College this past year. Those sports which received the great preteams, #7 Massachusetts.#9 Brown, 12 goals and 9 assists while dispose of the Huskies 17-11. With
season publicity generally failed to realize those grandious expecand #16 Harvard. The five victories providing ihe steadying force to the the score 9-8 BC popped in five tations, while those who were rarely discussed, often found tremenover New Hampshire, MIT, Holy BC offense. Midfielder Pete straight goals to secure the victory. dous success by their respective seasons' conclusions.
Cross. Connecticut, and Boston Breunig. lied for sixth place in the Ward Bitter. Cox and mid-fielder
Consider the women's tennis team. In continuing their prestigious
Slate followed the opening game scoring column in Greater Boston, John Connoly led the scoring as BC reputation, the women completely overwhelmed several opponents in
game.
loss to Brown and preceeded the has netted 13 goals while adding 3 never trailed in the
recording an 8-1 log. Despite these impressive credentials, their
Extending its record lo 5-1, BC achievements were known by only a handful on campus.
other two losses to Harvard and assists. Rounding out BC's lop five
overpowered Boston State with
The women's swimming team, also somewhat unheralded, disanother impressive third quarter played total domination over the vast majority of their adversaries, in
display. Nursing an 8-4 halftime concluding an unblemished,
slate. Indoor track, in exlead, the Eagles oulscored Boston
hibiting an abundance of individual excellence, fared well against stiff
Slate 8-2 in the third period enablcompetition while the women's basketball team improved constantly
ing the team lo coast home with a
during the season and was invited to a post-season tournament. Also,
17-10 victory. Cox and Bitter comthe BC volleyball squad proved to be New England's premier power.
bined for 8 goals and 7 assists to
This spring, several teams which receive a minimum of recognition,
lead a well oiled Eagle offense. Conhave been extremely successful. The BC ruggers have constantly
nolly continued a season long dominated their foes and defeated touring squad from England.
a
mastery of face-oil's, winning
Men's tennis has fared well and the lacrosse Eagles have recorded a 5every
almost
one.
-3 log against some excellent competition.
Harvard handed BC its second
Perhaps when next year's freshman class descends upon the
loss in the squad's biggest disapHeights, ihey will find a more realistic BC in its expectations. But
pointment of the season. In the earwho's lo say > Maybe next year will be the year that basketball will
ly going BC played too cautiously as reach the final hour or that the hockey
team will seriously challenge
Harvard look (he play right to the BU's ECAC supremacy. OK. we may not see an orange or a
lagles and huill up an 8-0 lead al bluehonnet will not be within reach. Anyway, it's not quite time to put
halftime. Despite playing poorly, Boston College's athelelic program into a coffin. Despite what may
during a four minute span in the seor may not happen with the "Big Three." BC will continue to support
cond quarter the Eagles |ieppercd
other sports and some extremely talented personnel to correspond
with them.
continued on 17
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Eagle Lacrosse Streaks to 5-3;
Team Ranked Seventh in N
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Dartmouth Claims BC Relays Title
by John Fouhy

...

no,
Saturday Night Special
it's not Chevy Chase and the TV.
crew. It's just another self-induced
rush jobfrom the man with the B.S.
degree. So. here we go.
Flash!! The Boston College track
team hosted the annual BC Relays
on April 8. 9 and 10 at Alumni
Stadium's Jack Ryder Track. Only
this year, the year to end all years,
the event was entitled the Boston
College Bicentennial Relays
probably in honor of some guy
named bicentennial or something.
In all seriousness, the BC Relays are
one of the biggest social and sporting events at this school when you
consider the number of schools and
athletes participating in this three
day event. Thirty schools and more
than 700 athletes took part in a
series of field and running relays.
Also, special events were included
for the decathlon addicts of the
Northeast and stellar high school
athletes and women.

Tennis Topples U Mass 8-1
by Bob Dolan
With 7 victories in hand, Boston
College's Men's Tennis Team looks
to add more to that total as they
close out their season. The team has
lost four matches and all of them
have been tightly contested right to
the final points. Coming off their
last victory, in which they destroyed
UMass by a score of 8 to I, the
team will be looking for that type of
performance as-they face their last
five remaining opponents that will
include Harvard, Brandeis and the
New Englands at Amherst.
Three of their four losses came
right in a row and all by the same
score of 5 to 4. Amherst, Rhode
Island, and Tufts werethe victors in
those extremely, close battles.
At the New Englands, BC will
have a second chance at those
teams, who will be among the 30
teams participating in that tournament. Hopefully the team will do
very well in the New Englands and
Coach Mike McDonald is confident
that BC will be right near the top

when the competition ends. Coach
McDonald feels the team should
end up with about an 11 and 5
record for this season. Considering
those close losses and the fact that
the quality of tennis has constantly
improved throughout the season,
the tennis team has had a very good
season so far.
One team memberwho hasn't had
a really good season is Chris
Whitney, the captain. He's the only
player on the team with a losing
record, but there is a reason for this.
Since he is BC's number one player,
the opposition continually gets psyched up for him and plays better
than their individual capabilities.
However, with his great ability,
Whitney is expected to conclude the
season with a string of victories.
Another team member, who
looks to replace the graduating
Whitney at his number one singles
position, is Bill Damato. Bill has
had a fine season and could possibly
be one of the best in New England
next year. Also having winning

seasons are: Kevin Naylor, Gary
Chin, and John Officer. Dick Rule
who in addition is a lacrosse squad
member and goalie, should also be
mentioned for his fine play. It was
Dick's victory in the UMass match
that clinched the victory for BC.
The team will only lose two
seniors to graduation which makes
the picture look bright for next year.
Although the men's team will have
an extremely tough schedule next
year, the team will have experienced
players which can make a big
difference. With a few good
freshmen coming in, the team
should once again be near the top in
New England for 76-77.
However, before they can look to
76-77, they still have five remaining
contests. With continued improvement that the team has made, these
remaining matches will be very important to see how far they can go
next year. Four or possibly five victories to end the season would certainly give the team an excellent
record and make the future of next
year's squad look very good.

Featurd Athlete
Harry "O":
The Epitome of Sportmanship
by Roland Regan

,

"He's a credit to Boston College
and his family," said coach Edward
Pellagrini of Harry Ohanesian
this year's baseball captain. While
interviewing coach Pellagrini. I
sensed a deeprespect he had for this
individual which seemed to transcend any verbal accolades uttered.
"He gives you a good day's work
and above all, a 100% effort. Believe
me there's no better man to coach
than Harry."

.

Harry is a senior majoring in
marketing. A dean's list student, he
exemplifiesthe 100% effort not only
on the playing field but in the
academic field as well.

While playing baseball at the
Heights, Harry has compiled some
enviable statistics. His sophomore
year saw him bat .340, while last
year he led New England in doubles.
placed second in R.B.l's and fourth
in home runs. He has also played 40
consecutive games without an error
over the past two seasons.
"Determination and pride,"
stated Lenny Burke, "seem to

characterize Harry. Harry is not
but when he talks
everybody listens." Leadership was
indigenous with Harry, felt teammate Steve Johnson. Steve and
Harry played their high school
baseball at Cambridge Latin. As

from shortstop to the outfield in my
sophomore season."
Harry commented on his senior
teammate Lenny Burke, in a unique
fashion. "Lenny makes my function
as captain much easier. He keeps
the morale and enthusiasm high."
As for the team, "they're young
Steve recalls, "Harry has always with enormous potential and under
been concerned for his teammates the auspicious coaching of coach
both on and off the field. As captain Pellagrini this team will go far."
of our high school team he set the
example and kept the morale high."
He did however express his disappointment in the allocation of funds
Harry, when interviewed, felt the in reference to baseball at BC. I
team had a great attitude, "the best could sense a feeling of frustration
in four years.
fhe potential is in his voice, seeing the game he had
there, we just have to believe in dedicated himself to. be overshawdowed by other sports. He
ourselves a little more."
hopes this current trend will reverse
It seemed ironic that an in- itself and that the team will get the
dividual so blessed with superior publicity it deserves.
athletic and academic credentials The future looks brighl for
would display such humility. His Harry. He has several job opporpraise I'orCoach Pcllagrini,Assistant tunities from which to choose,
Coach Cunis and his teammates was coupled with a recent engagement to
overwhelming. "I feel personally a won'ain from Lynn.
lhatCoach Pcllagrini taught me the Upon graduation, ;m individual
finer points of the game while of Harry O'Hanesian's caliber will
strengthening my fundamentals. As be BC's loss bul society's gain. Let's
I'orAssistantCoach Cunis. he helped wish this line young man the best of
me immeasurably in my transition luck in any endeavor he may pursue.

boisterous,

.

Before I commence with a not-sobrilliant analysis of the results, a
few regulations must be explained. I
realize thai most people understand
what a running relay is (you know,
the thing with batons), but the field
events utilize a composite scoring
system which totals the efforts of
three athletes from the same team.
For example, in the discus, UConn's
Rick White, Tony Pillari and Jody
Walton had a combined distance of
4362" to defeat Dartmouth and
BC's best three. The whole day is
confused by the presence of unattached athletes who participate on
an individual basis. One individual,
Mark Dupuis of the Greater Boston
Track Club had the farthest discus
heave of 1639".
Now, isn't thai simple
throw in a high school mile, 440,
100, mile relay, a women's mile and
440 and the picture muddies
there's a whole lot going on.
However, it wasn't too confusing for
Dartmouth as the Big Green simply
ran away with the team title. The
Hanoverists recorded 71 points to
far outdistance UConn's 49 1/2.
The Eagles displayed their
patented "outstanding atheletes
lack of depth" syndrome by
finishing sixth with twenty-two
points. However, BC captured two
of the most coveted relay championships, the sprint and distance
medleys. In the medley relays, the
leg distances vary so that the team
with the outstanding individual
talent in the various distances will
usually wipe up. But, in the straight
relay events the legs are equal so a
team needs four competitive runners
at one distance to do well; BC has
only one or two. As a result, the
medley was made for BC by God, in
these times of need.
In the sprint medley, the Eagles
?

?

parlayed the running of Bob Scales,
who ran a 440 leg, Manny Myers
(220), Dave Nelson (220) and Billy
Martin (880) to whip Connecticut
by four seconds. The quartet's time
was four seconds off the meet record
established by an outstanding 1968
Vale team (it included Calvin Hill),
but considering that three of the
four are freshmen and one, Dave
Nelson, has had a recurring back
ailment, the time shows spunk and
promise.

In the distance medley, BC again
bested UConn as Leo Vercollone
(880). Tom Collins (440). Bernie
Lancaster ("One of the best three
quarter milers in the world") and
Francis (mile) coasted to. a 9:54.2
which established a new meet
record. BC's other bright spot was
the performance of Joe Dray. Joe
anchored the third place finish in the
team discus (Mike Woicik and
Mick Gistaro were the others), and
had the best individual effort in the
shot put with a heave of 53*5".
On April 20, the Eagles were
defeated by the Northeastern
Huskies, 93-56, at Alumni Stadium.
The closest BC could get on this
unseasonably hot day was a 4-5
deficit after the hammer throw. The
Huntington Hucksters benefited
from team depth and sufficient performances to pull away from the
injury-depleted Eagle squad. Joe
Dray, Keith Francis and Leo Vercollone and their usual fine days.
The rest of the BC story was the input from someone old and someone
new. Senior Manny Myers blasted
to a 9.8 hundred victory over teammates Phil Hazard and Neil Green
while freshmen Billy Martin and
Bob Scales recorded bests of 4:11.1
and 49.9 in the mile and 440 respectively.

See you in
the

fall

...
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BaseballHits Cellar in GBL;
Shaky Pitching, Anemic Bats Cause
continued from 14
against Northeastern 11 days ago,
he hurt his arm and a very promising senior year is now very much in
jeopardy. He will definitely be missed if he can't rebound from the unfortunate mishap.
At the present time, Ravanis is
the most effective pitcher on the
staff. The righthander has been the
winning hurler in the last two Eagle
victories and saved the win before
that against New Hampshire for
Karl Sherry. The 63" 210 pounder
has so impressed the coach that he
has won a regular turn in the rotation and will pitch against Harvard
today at BC's Shea Field.
Another bright spot has been the
relief work of rightie Bob Meara.
Only a freshman, he has looked
sharp and was scheduled for a start
against Rhode Island yesterday.
The previous half-dozen games
have also seen the hitting slack way
off in production. The bats which
were hot in the early going have
seemingly gone to sleep and many
of the averages have plummeted.
As of the Springfield games, the
leading hitter was sophomore
centerfielder Steve Johnson. He
gives the team great outfield stability with his hustle and is at .327.

Following Johnson is second
baseman and sometime left fielder
Paul Remillard. He is leading the
club in hits with 19 and at bats with
60 while hitting .317. His defense in
the infield, however, has been a little
shaky at times.
Tom Songin is having a considerably better season than he had in
1975 and has hit three homeruns.
His average though, which was
above .400 has dropped along with
the team average and is down to
.286. He had been playing first base
but Kevin MacDonald was having
difficulties at third base and Songin
has moved across the diamond. Jim
Conroy. who knocked in a couple of
key runs in the Springfield games, is
now playing first.
The averages drop off drastically
from there. Short-stop Bob Santilli
has done a creditable job at the
tough infield position but is having
his troubles at the plate and is batting only .163.
Harry O'Hanesian and Paul
McCarty complete the outfield and
are hitting .220 and .269 respectively. O'Hanesian has four homers and
13 runs batted in to lead the club
while McCarty has a couple of
roundtrippers.
Freshmen Tim Dachos and Mike

diGrazia have been sharing the
catching duties while Dachos is at
.250 and diGrazia has been unable
to get himself untracked at bat.
In summarizing the 1976 season,
the keys to the losing record have
been shaky pitching from just about
everyone al one time or another and
very little opportune hitting. The
defense has hurt at times but the
causes are more closely related to
the other two facets of the game.
EAGLE TIDBITS
Ihe Greater Boston League
championship which BC shared
with Brandeis last year appears out
of reach this year as they have a 1-4
league mark and occupy the cellar
of the six team league
In three
doubleheaders thus far, they have
swept one and split tw0.... The
team average stands at .261 and the Brian McCann is nailed at the plate
in yesterday's action at Shea Field.
team ERA is4.53 after 16 games.

...

Ruggers Surprise Londoners
by Joe Gaffney
STUNNED! That is the only
word one could use to describe the
Alumni Rugby Team after its con-

Macek, Kruczek Drafted;
Steinfort, Barnette Also Chosen
by John Nylander

There was some celebratinggoing
on at BC on Thursday, April 8. You
may have not noticed it. but that's
because the champaigne bottles
were popping for only four people.
Here they are:
Drafted, seDON MACEK
cond round, fourth pick, by the San
Diego Chargers.
Drafted,
MIKE KRUCZEK
second round, twentieth pick, by the
Pittsburgh Steelers.
FRED STEINFORT?Drafted,
fifth round, twenty-third pick, by
the Oakland Raiders.
KEITH BARNETTE
Drafted, fifth round, twenty-fifth,
by the Minnesota Vikings.
That's right, the long awaited
NFL college draft has finally
passed, and as the smoke settled, it
became apparent that Boston
College had made one of its best
showings of late, placing four
players on pro teams. Every one of
them wore a smilefrom ear to ear as
they talked about what happened.
Don Macek was drafted as an
offensive guard by the San Diego
Chargers club, which finished with a
2-12 record last season. But that
didn't bother Donny.
"The only thing that being
drafted by San Diego means, is that
I'll gel home about a month earlier
than Mike, Fred and Keith. But
maybe being on a team like this I'll
gel to play more and be a part of the
team as it improves. Anyways, 1
couldn't be happier."
Mike Kruczek was selected by the
Superbowl champ Pittsburgh
Steelers. At first one would be skeptical about Mike's future in viewing
the Sleeler's depth at the quarterbuck position. However, the
Sleelers would nol have picked a
quarterback so early if they didn't
have important plans for him.
"After the fifteenth pick of the second I turned off the TV. (eh. 44
which carried the draft) and played
cards. I was thinking about what
other teams I could go to. The next
?

?

?

thing I knew the phone rang, and
the Steelers scout told me that I had
been selected by them. I'm not a
very emotional person, but this time
I couldn't hold it in. It's the happiest
moment of my life," was how Mike
explained the feeling.
Word is that Steelers coach
Chuck Knox will send a member of
his staff out here next week to take
Mike's ring size.
Fred had two dreamsas he was
growing up. One was to play
professional football and the other
was to play for the Oakland
Raiders. Both those have now come
Irue. Although he got a little tense
as the third and fourth rounds slid
by without hearing his name called,
all apprehension and frustrations of
the previous season quickly disappeared when the Raiders
snatched up BC's greatest kicking
specialist.
"I couldn't be any happier. I was

little worried for a while, but now
feel
I great. The Raiders are a great
team and California is beautiful.
What else can I say." was the way
Fred felt.
Well fans of the pig skin. I can't
wait to see his first Dodge commercial.
Keith Barnette was also a happy
man. He went in the fifth round just
as he predicted he would. He went
to a first place club. And he went to
a team that represents the kind of
football Keith plays: tough, durable
and consistent.
As Keith puts il, "Minnesota is a
great place lo play football, I
couldn't have done any better. I
can't wail to get started."
Keith is expected lo push himself
to the limit during rookie camp
tryouts. nol for contract purposes,
bul for survival sake. I bet he's not
100 keen on ihe idea of having to
defrost himself after each game.
a

test with the BC Ruggers on Satur-

day, April 3. Thinking that BC
would not give them a well-fought
game, the Alumni were dumbfounded as they left the field a sad
15-3 loser. With pre-game notions
that their backs would run all over
BC, the Old Gold Team was
stymied by the BC tacklers who
simply annihilated their backs into
confusion and embarrassment. Feeling that the Old Gold forwards
could control the tempo of the
game, the entire Alumni Team was
stunned as the BC forwards crushed
Old Gold into submission while setting the pace of the game at a speed
which its opposition could not mainlain. What caused this astonishing
performance is a much sought after
phrase in the BC sports community
a total team effort. This omnipresent factor instilled an insatiable desire in the BC players to
punish the Old Gold players in every
facet of the game a desire only to
be quenched by victory.
?

?

From the opening kickoff the action was fast and furious. But, until
the 10 minute mark, neither team
was able to score. The Eagles broke
the scoreless deadlock with a field
goal by Ruppert Leeming. The
three point effort was to be
duplicated only once before the half
to give the Eagle Ruggers a 6-0
margin.
At the outset of the second

half, Old Gold came within three on
a three point field goal. However, as
the final score dictates, this was to

be their last points of the day. Tom
Moylan of BC took the last sign of
life out of Old Gold with a beautiful
run, weaving through the Alumni's
defenders for a four point try. This
play exemplified BC Team's effort.
The forwards formed a tight ruck
after winning the line-out from Old
Gold allowing the ball to get out to
the backs. At this point Moylan cut
in. crossing with Wayne Mogs and

evaded several would-be tacklers,
leaving the last three desperately
grapsing only air in hopeless pursuit. Leeming then sealed Old
Gold's death warrant with the two
point conversion and finally with
another three point field goal. For
many BC Senior Ruggers this victory tasted as sweet as wine, while
Old Gold was left with only the lees.
On the Bth of April the Boston
College Rugby Team beat a touring
English Team,the University
College of London, by the impressive score of 16-0. On the day
the BC team was simply unstoppable
as they out-ran, out psyched and
out-played the opposition. The London Team had played games in four
days before meeting the Eagles and
had won all of them quite handily.
They were a tired and injured team
when they took the field at St John's
Seminary and they hadn't quite expected the calibre of play that the
BC squad can produce.From the
very first kick-off whistle the Eagles
indeed showed the Englishmen how
rugby is played in the US. There
weresome very clean hard tackles in
the first five minutes or so and it
became appatent from then on that
the visitors disapproved. They easid
up in their play and throughout the
rest of the game played what could
be termed as mediocrerugby, all to
the credit of BC's enthusiasm play.
Throughout the game the Eagles
kept up the attack with their
aggresive play. If the City team
gained the ball in their backline. it
was soon lost as a swarm of maroon
and gold jerseys smothered them.
Wherever the ball happened to be,
there was sure to be a number of BC
players. There were many fine individualefforts on the day but I cannot single them out for fear of underemphasizing the fine performance that the team made as a
whole. The entire team is to be congratulated, as are the many fans
who backed them up in this, its
finest hour of BC rugby.

Spring Rugby Scores
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
The Four Mulesmen.

32
10
16
0

Hobart 3
U. Rhode Island 6
Old Gold 3
Boston RFC 13
16 Univ Coll or London 0

19

QuincvßFC

|0
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Golfers 'Birdie' Brown; Log at 4-1
Bob Dolan
The Boston College Golf Team is
on ils way to an outstanding season
after the half-way mark of this, years
schedule. The team's record
currently stands at four .wins and
just one loss. Under the coaching of
Eddie Carroll the team has continued lo improve and looks lo
finish the season with an excellent
record.
The team's most recent victory was
against Brown on April 20lh. The
match was played on BC's home
course ;il ihc Country Club of New
Seahury. where the BC golfers tire
really proficient and have yet lo lose
a match.
The golf team was originally
scheduled lo open up iheir season al
West Point against Army, the
University of Pennsylvania, and
Rutgers. That match was
rescheduled for sometime later in
the season. Their next opponent
was to be Harvard, bul thai was also
changed to a later dale.
The first match of ihe season saw
the Eagles travel to Connecticut to
face UConn and Tufts. Connecticut, with ils advantage of being on
their home course. defeated-BC. but
the Eagles wound up with a split as
they shot their way past Tufts.
The day tillerthat match the golf
team returned lo the friendly confines of their home course to lake on
Holy Cross and the University of
Massachusetts. UMass was considered lo be the best in New
England and was expected to
provide BC with a good test. BC
passed the test as they oul-played
both Holy Cross and UMass for
their second and third victories of
the season.

COming off their most recent victory against Brown, ihe BC golf
Team has five competitions left.
Amherst. Harvard, and Dartmouth
are away matches that will wind up
BC's duel matches. On April 26th
the Greater Bostons will be played
at Concord Country Club which is
known to he very challenging
course.
The final competition o\' ihe
season will be the Division I
playoffs which will he held at Brown
University on May slh to 7th. The
winner of this playoff will advance
to the NCAA tournament.
The BC Golf Team should have
little trouble with the rest of their
dual match opponents, bul in the
Division I playoffs they'll be up
auainsl lough, competition.ln the
the Greater Bostons. BC is favored
to come out on lop and hopefully
will live up lo this expectation.

by

"Smooth"Carries On

If the Eagles can defeat their upcoming opponents in the decisive
manner that they have shown in
their previous matches, they should
have little trouble the rest of the
way. leading the way so far this
season has been Captain Doug
Deßcltencourl who has a 74 against
Brown.Dan Curtis, who has
recorded several impressive performances. Dave Magdalcnski. senior
Peter Conway has also played well,
bin his scores have not been indicative of how well he has hit the
hall.

The basketball season might be over, but Bobby Carrington isn't
any less active. He has played in three All-Star tournaments during the
last few months and has scored 30 points or more in all but one of
these tournament games.

Philadelphia Liberty Bell Classic

9 points

Portsmouth Invitational Tournament (PIT)
Virginia first game 33 points
?

?

second game

?

41 points

Tip-Off Tournament, Huntington, Indiana
first game
46 points
second game
33 points
third game
30 points

With continued excellent play by
these lour and the resl of the team.
Coach Carroll should be quite impressed by the lime the season comes to an end. Since only Deßetlencon rl and Conway will be
graduating, the outlook for next
vcar's team looks equally brinht.

?

?

?

Bobby also won the all important "Mister Dunk" contest at the
Liberty Bell Classic. First prize of twenty five dollars and a "Mister
Dunk" tee-shirt were given to Bobby who made three pretty slamdunks. Next stop is the draft in early June. Good luck to Wil, Billy
and Mister Dunk.

Lacrosse Faces Tufts
continued from 14
Crimson goalie Jim Michaelson
with many shots. Michaelson.
however, was equal lo the task
thwarting BC on many difficult
chances. A couple of goals at this
poinl might have eliminated the
desperate style of play BC was
forced to employ in the second half.
Thai X-0 lead proved to be 100 large
as BC vainly cut the margin to a 12X midway through the fourth
quarter. Harvard picked up two late
goals to account for a 14-8 final.
BC encountered New England's
number one team UMass riding

?

high off ils relatively easy win over
Brown two days before. Playing an
inspired game. the_ Eagles held the
Minutemen in check for a half,
trailing over 4-2. A third quarter
scoring barrage proved too much as
UMass went on to,win 14-5.
Willi three games remaining BC
enjoys hopes of finishing 8-3 and
ranked fifth in New England. Bowdoin last Saturday (played too late
for press time) and Tufts on Tuesday will be very difficult games and
would be gratifying victories for the by John Nylander
Football is well under way at the
Eagles. The team ends the season
during these warm spring
Heights
Springfield.
Sunday tit
days. With these spring sessions
come good news and bad news. The
bad news is thai spring practice has"
caused players lo drop like flies. Injuries have hit the Yukica camp
without mercy. Here is the list: Greg
Stewart
knee operation, John
knee on»ration, Don
Maxwell
broken nose. Glen
Peterson
leg injury, Ken Smith
Capriola
broken something. Joe O'Brien
shoulder separation. Steve
Schindler
back ailment.

Spring Practice Begins

Service Liquor Mart
1700 Comm. Aye. Brighton

?

?

?

?

LLiAstInjury engthens
In a report originating out of the
Boston Herald last week, former
Gloucester (Mass) phenom quarter
back Jay Palazola is requesting permission lo transfer to BC. He is apparently dissatisfied with his role as
a reserve quarterback at Notre
Dame. BC is in the process of obtaining permission from Notre
Dame for his transfer. If he does in
fact come here. Palazola will not be
eligible for athelelic participation
until Ihe 1977 season.

?

it

?

1/2 gal.

Almaden Wine
Liebfraumilch

magnum (50 oz.)

Beaujolais

2.99

fifth

case of 24 bottles

Miller

2.99

1.89
5.99

Mike Kruczek. Don Macek. Fred
Steinfort and Keith Barnette will be
heading for their respective rookie
On the good side. Linebacker camps al Pittsburgh, San Diego,
Peter Cronan has been elected cap- Oakland and Minnesota this week.
tin of next year's squad. From what This lime will be used lo introduce
I know of Pete on and off the field, the system as well as initial contract
negotiations.
he cerlainlv deserves it.
?

-Newton Sports

or cans
Kegs Schlitz

Center

24.95

The number 1 name in athletic footwear and

the number 1 full-line sporting goods store
in greater Boston are synonymous.

GRADUATION SPECIAL
California Champagne fifths

1.89

To help you beat the com petition with low

competitive prices the NewtonSportsCenter
will offer any BC student a 10 % discount,

Free ice with purchase

good until May 8, '76.
How lucky can you get!

THANK YOU!

NEWTON SPORTS CENTER

47-51 Langeley Rd.
Newton Centre

566-8096

DELIVERIES

232- 3733

332-7830
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Praises Reign for Perspectives
continued from page I
perience renewed their enthusiasm
for teaching. One faculty member
commented that he was "deeply impressed by the old Socratic wisdom
of philosophizing in dialogue, and
by the idea of the university as a
community of scholars rather than
an intellectual supermarket. This
small taste of communal scholarly
interchange and intellectual sharing
was enough lo whet my appetite for
much more."
With the expansion of the
program. "Perspectives" has

become very popular among
students. Peter J. Kreeft. Associate
Professor of Philosophy, stated that
the program received a higher rating
than alternative core courses in
course evaluations.
A student who took "Perspectives" last year said, "I cannot
praise the program and the
professors enough. Greatest benefit
is the exposure to a great number of
thinkers, trying to understand their
ideas, and place them in both a
historical and personal perspective.
It made me think." Kreeft added.

"At first everyone thought it was
very naive and idealistic to throw
the great books at freshmen, but it

worked!"

Good luck in S.F., Paul
Good luck in reality, Mary
Good luck in the darkroom,
Rich
From the E.B.
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prepared for the commitment but week, he could not omit the
admitted being offered the position. possibility of Hill receiving a posiHill's campaign manager tion.
declined to comment to The
In a election-related story,
Heights, saying he preferred Hill to lacobucci's lawyer Paul Cotter said
answer all inquiries.
that unless The Heights prints a
Hill told The Heights after the retraction for the features article
election thai he had withdrawn "to "The First Days" (April 5 . 1976).
gel it over as quickly as possible". all involved will be sued in a
He said he had earlier applied for an defamation action. Cotter also said
academics-related post in the that he plans lo sue the Committee
lacobucci government but for a Legitimate Government and
vehemently denied being offered It Boston College. He added that
position, labeling the allegations those involved "can rest assured
"lies" and "damaging to my that their asses are going to be ih a
reputation". He said he had spoken litlle bit of trouble over the next two
lo lacobucci on the phone Monday or three years."
evening bul had made no deal. He
added that, if now offered a position, he did not know whether he
would reject il or not.
lacobucci also termed the accusations "nothing but lies". He
claimed to have met with Hill, his
campaign manager and two others
on Monday nighl. but said he had
no idea thai Hill would withdraw at
thai lime. He said that he made no
promises to Hill but added that
since none of his cabinet or committee appointments would be
finalized until possibly after exam

\u25a0-?-_^?-^- M__.».
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(School is adjacent to the Newton Campus Law School
Boston College)
?

SCUBA

next class starts
May 11
info and registration 862-6969

-»»«-»-»?.-^__??.^.^
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ATTENTION
Graduates:

The Glenmary Associate Program is a direct v '(
response to the call of the Gospel and the Church 1
of today. It is an effort designed to give a limited
number of young men the opportunity to serve
in the lay ministry.
Associates make a commitment of two years service upon completion of a six month training
session. Members will be placed in areas of the
deep South and Appalachia working in conjunction with the Glenmary Home Missioners. Training sessions are scheduled to begin on June 14th
and September 13th.

Brother Al Behm
Terra Christi Farm

\

Rt2
Frenchburg, Kentucky 40322

Measuring & Distribution of
Caps, Gowns & Hoods
will be in Fulton Hall Rm. 110 on May 20th & 21st from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. and for emergencies, May 24th in the morning.

Bachelor
Master
Doctor

Anyone interested in obtaining further information regarding the program please contact:

\

785 Centre St. Newton, Mass.

at the Rec Complex
Classes meet Tues. & Thurs. evenings

in lay ministry

{

If interested please contact:
Trina Schickel at 332-9014

Courses offered throughout the summer

/enior/...
a new program
/

Residence School Staff Member
Newton Country Day School

September 8, 1976 to June 7, 1977
Salary plus room and board

Hill Denies Cabinet Post Offer
continued from page 1
rendered his planned campaign
schedule useless. He stated that he
expected lo place a strong second in
the primaries with little publicity
and concentrate his resources on the
final. "If I had another" week to
campaign I think I would have
won" he said.
One widespread, partially substantiated allegation purporting to
explain the sudden withdrawal of
Brian Hill reportedly originated
with his campaign manager.
According to Najarian. Hill's campaign manager joined his staff
Wednesday morning, the day after
Hill resigned from the race. Najarian said he was told that Hill had
talked lo lacobucci, been convinced
il would not be worth his while lo
run.and was offered a leading position in the lacobucci administration.
Najarian claims thai after Mandujano withdrew on Tuesday morning lacobucci persuaded Hill to
follow in order to eliminate the
primary and weaken Najarian's
support. Najarian said that when he
spoke to Hill on Thursday, Hill said
he stepped down because he felt un-

POSITION OPEN FOR
FEMALE GRADUATE
STUDENT

I

Prices are as follows:
$6.00

Have check payable to Macmillan V\ urd, Inc.

7.00
9.00
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BC students!

Narragansett

Pabst

graduating? traveling? summertime.
Lighten your load. Get quick CASH.

4.89

Sell your used records at

case 24-12 oz. bottles

or call us anytime.
(we make house calls)

plus deposit

4.89

DejaVu

19

case King Size 16 oz. returnable
bottles
5 pack returnable bottles 1.25

|^Hl^H^B____-_-___i_____B

661-7869

used records bought, sold & traded

:

i

1

The AmericanRevolution.
Then and Now.
..,

___

-

.

AMEIUCA
REBELS

\u25a0'

and admirably illustrated. It recreates the confused and
agitated days of the outbreak of the war with dramatic

excitement
"At a time when the celebration of the Revolution is being vulgarized forfinancial or political gain, itis good tohave
work so honest to put into the hands of those who want to
know what actually did happen in and around Boston from
the TeaParty to the siege of Boston, and its recapture."
Henry Steele Commager

EdttedbyCrockerSnow,Jr.

i

'

j j

A Bo^Gtobeßico^eimi-Publu-tion

"The Boston Globe has made amost useful contribution to
the Bicentennial. Our two hundredth anniversary offers an
ideal moment for stocktaking. Itis not enough tocelebrate
a remarkable past. We can better employ this landmark
year to re-examine the philosophical, moral, economic and
governmental premises underlying our Nation. How well
will they serve us in our third century? The writers gathered here under the banner of 'The UnfinishedRevolution'
offer a wealth of wisdom as all Americans seek to answer
that question."

'

4,
n
Nelson A.
Rockefeller
p
Vice
the
UnitedStates
of

Historian

Professor Emeritus andLecturer,
Amherst College, Amherst, Massachusetts
January, 1976

"JS(k- ~Jt&

___

MmmwD
BEVOLDTION

ABos__G_teß_____i_PuK_-_»

"This is a first-rate book, well researched, well written,

_.

?fnt
January, 197b

f--------------l

_

BG-219

Bicentennial Books, Readers Service Dept.

I TheBoston Globe, Boston, Mass. 02017
Please send me \u25a1 "AmericaRebels" @ $10.00

D "Unfinished Revolution"@ $5.00
\u25a1 Both books @ $13.95

h

Name
Street

:
'.

.

_

_

_
m

|

City
Zip
State
including,
purchase
price,
I'm
with the
5% Mass. State sales tax plus
75? postage and handling per book.

_

\u25a0

BJie Itaton <@lobe

\u25a0

Alsocarriedwhereverbooks are sold. __i__i__i_B__l_B__i__i__iH

111111
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Only Five Days Left For Yearbook Sittings

/jfyn
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Class of 1977

Make your appointment nowfforr

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS

torn

??.
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POLICY?
NEWTONVULE STORE
,

.
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35mm Cameras & Lenses
Items too numerous to mention.

I 1
I 2 /4 Reflex and Roll Film*Cameras
I Kowa/ Six with 85mm and ario

\u25a0
»'?

?

InII ?»BrOniCa
"
WB
Body w/Mag. (new)
I
S2A

.'225

*t

Super Combo (new)

m

'.*

"'

«

100mm zenzanon-F2.8 (new)...

150mm Zenzanon F4 (new)

...

209»
.'209

866 2 lens kit (new)
Simtron H Body (new)

38
$179

o
?o
,_««(newr:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l!r:
Prof
neg ..'.
?

/

i

50mm Eles
lens
75mm Bes Prof (new)

,00..

45
55

Wide Super Cambo (new)
Linhof Technica 111
3V«x4V« Speed Graphic 127 Ektar
Galvjn 2vTx3V4 view (new)
300 Komura F6.3/ Copal'
F 6 3/ Copal (new)
150/265 Symmar F5.6/ Compur
105 F3 5 Xenar/Comour (new!

J&SKT*

"*'

I Darkroom Equipment
\u25a0

-

*.

Minolta Rebate Program
Minolta*' series automatic camera
*
wlth norma! lens and get a rebate direct from
Minolta of up to $125 if you purchase Minolta
accessory lens.

Buy a,

Press & View Cameras

$230

'189/?

(new)

..

?__.__?

purchase from Newtonville
repair, we will process
«'» repair with
no handling charges and provide a free loaner camera.
r the
f
ree
used
you both a trade-in
appraisals
given
equipment.
give
2
for
We will
allowance value tor your camera or lens and a private sale value.
3. Our growing reputation is based on in-depth service and sound service.
4. We have low prices all year round not just two or three times a year.

lenses.

I

'

_R/7_H I
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BEGINS APR 26

Honeywell Pentax Rebate
Gel up to SIOO rebate direct from Honeywell if
.
you buy new Pentax 'X camera and accessory

75mm N.kkor F2.8

at

The Sub Turri Office
McElroy 101
April 26?30 'ani-spm.

,

...

r

i

$37,

399
200
125
137
140
199
195
80

Super 8 Cameras
If^ir,5 ,?!; JSSty-'X
G

;

?^\iFz%&%
&tf.
Eunia S-Ji_2 .Sound Proi.
non 3u»

c««

¥^~-=zrz^~:!£
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